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EVEN THE POLICE SHOVEL SNOW

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, March 1, 1952

1879.

Here is proof that city employees really turned out to move snow
from the business district the past several days. Patrolman Maurice
Benner of the Police Department turns to with a will to shovel snow
from the sidewalk to the street where the snow loader could reach it.
Seems that Maurice was assigned to guide traffic around the loading
operations when things got a little boring and he took a hand with the
“Irish banjo'’ to speed things up a little while another patrolman re
lieved him at the traffic task. Yes, he did draw quite a bit of attention
—and a cameraman, too.

IS ROCKLAND HEARTLESS?
Fewer Than 190 Persons Have Respond

ed To This Appeal For Funds
The Maine Heart Association
concludes its drive for funds the
first of March. Rockland is far be
hind its quota of $900 to be raised
Over 1050 people hare been direct
ly solicited by mail. Of that num
ber only about 100 or less than one
in 10 have responded. Many have
given generously of their time and

money for this worthy cause
Others have neglected or forgot
ten to contribute. The local com
mittee is composed solely of volun
teer unpaid workers. It will be
greatly appreciated by them if
those who are willing to give will
do so Now.
Heart Disease is recognized as
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ROCKPORT TO VOTE ON SCHOOL

By the Rovtng Reporter

Thanks to T. Raymond Pierce I
have received a copy of the Harri
son Log Cabin Song Book, which
was used in the presidential cam
paign of 1840 and revised for the
campaign of 1888
There may
still be living a few oldtimers who
will remember the songs, and some
of the exciting incidents of the lat
ter campaign.

New Gym; Town Meeting On 17th

Most important item to be con ing the situation alone, invited sev
sidered in the Rockport town meet eral persons of the town to form a
ing on March 17 will be that of school building advisory committee.
Walter W. Morse, vice president
providing an adequate building to Members of the committee repre
of
the Federal Life and Casaulty
house grade school students.
sent all sections of the community
Company,, is certainly an optimist.
The subject has been discussed and most of the organizations with
In a personal letter to the editor,
at several open forums conducted in in the town.
I he writes:
past months by the PTA group. Fi
Serving on the advisory board
"I expect you are enjoying some
gure# on costs and estimates of fu are:
|
of
these days, which, in spite of
ture school population have been
Alyce T Alexander, Simonton's
the storms, are very fine, in fact,
gathered and submitted by School Corner; Susie B. Ausplund, Rock
personally, I woudn’t exchange our
Superintendent J. Weldon Russell. port; Shirley Barbour, Chairman,
climate for any other area I have
A poll was taken, not too many Glen Cove; Ralph W. Buzzell, Rock
visited."
weeks ago. across the community to port; Harry S Compton, Rockport;
I obtain public opinion on the erec Ambrose C. Cramer, Rockport; Emil
My thanks go to Mrs. Ralph Clif
tion of a new school building. Re R Erickson, Rockport; Leroy Hun
ford of Morris, Ill, who writes that
sults of the poll showed a decided ter, Rockville; Maynard C. Ingra
1 she reads The Black Oat flrst. "I
! majority of those polled to be ln ham, Jr, Rockport; Mildred Ladd,
don’t want to <mss an issue,” she
j favor of the step wlilch will cost Rockport; W Leman Oxton, West
says.
approximately $100,000.
Rockport; Roland H. Richards,
Supporters point out that with Rockport; Russell W. Thurston,
I One year ago: Roy Joyce left
the state withdrawing from the Rockport.
for Red Cross headquarters in
Ex-officio Members: Frederick F.
real estate tax field in communi
Washington with eventual assign
ties such as Rockport that the ex- Richards, Rockport;
J. Weldon
ment in the Far East.—Owl’s Head
Itenditure can be made without Russell, Secretary, Rockland; Earl
was the first Knox County town to
raising the present tax rate. Fi- Tolman, West Rockport.
go over the top in the heart drive.
Results of the survey led to the
i gures will be given at town meet—Deaths- Burkettville, Mrs. Ed
! ing to support this claim, it is said. following report by the advisory
win Jacobs, 62; Newton, Mass., Mrs.
The Rockport school committee, committee which today is being
Walter H. Bird, formerly of Rock
recognizing the need for a new made ready for submission to peo
land, 47; Thomaston, Henry K.
building,
but
not
wishing
to
take
ple
of
the
town
in
pamphlet
form
Maincs Number One Killer. Your
Vose, 72.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Maine Heart Dollars are working on the tremendous task of survey
Raymond II. Fogler. native of South Hope, who has retired as president
now in the State of Maine to:
of the W. T. Grant Company.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
1. Support National and Local
If I had my life to live again, I
Research.
would have made a rule to read
2. Support the Catheterization
some poetry and listen to some
Grant
Co.'s
Retiring
President,
Raymond
Laboratory in Portland.
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes ls a loss of hap
3. Support a Technicians Train
H.
Fogler,
Honored
By
His
Associates
piness.—Charles Darwin.
But Dragon's Gross Profit Was Largest
ing Course.
4 Open
Diagnositc
Cardiac
REMEMBRANCE
In Cement Company's History
Clinics.
The W T. Grant company hon company of 33 stores that was to I went back to a place I knew
5. Inaugurate Community Ser
When I was very, very small;
ored its retiring president, Ray grow into a coast-to-toast organi The same old yellow roses grew
vice and Educational Programs.
Against the same old wall.
In his annual report to stock for by an increase of $659,000 in mond H. Fogler Wednesday with a zation of 484 stores.
6. Support Cardiac Institutes
In the following year, R. H. Fog Each thing I knew was in its place;
holders, James H Ackerman, presi Federal income taxes in 1951, as testimonial luncheon at the Clafor Physicians.
The well, the white stones by the
7. Rehabilitate Cardiac Patients. dent of Dragon Cement Company, compared with the preceding year. r.dge Hotel in Atlantic City, N. J. ler was appointed head of Grant's
road,
The Lawrence and Dragon com Nearly 5C0 Grant store managers personnel department. He pro
8. Assist in planning co-ordin Inc., successor to Lawrence Port
The box-hedge with its cobweb
ating servicbes for Children with land Cement Company, announces panies were merged last November and executives were gathered to gressed to Director of Personnel
lace
net income after taxes for 1951 of and the holders of 54.877 shares of gether at that time for the com and Real Estate, was elected to the
Rheumatic fever.
And a small spotted toad.
Company's
Board
of
Directors
in
$861,113,
equivalent
to
$3.83
a
share
Lawrence
stock
filed
dissents
pany's
annual
regional
conventions.
9. Assist in evaluating the
And yet the place seemed changed
on 225,000 shares nf common stock I against the plan of merger and de
Having reached retirement age, 1930. and in 1932 resigned to join
School Health Program.
and still;
This compares with $907,068. and manded payment for the value of Mr. Fogler, who has been president Montgomery Ward as Vice Presi
Plans are underway for a Diag
The house itself had shrunk,
dent
and
General
Operating
Man

$4.03
a
share
for
1950.
Sales
volume
their
holdings.
The
report
states
I know.
of the W. T. Grant company since
nostic Cardiac Clinic in Rockland
within three months. Open your and gross profit were the largest in that in January 1952, the company May, 1940, will retire today in ac ager. After two years as president And then my eyes began to fill,
For I had always loved it so!
hearts to help stamp out Heart Di the company's history, and the de offered to pay $27,125 per share for cordance with the company's re of the mail order firm, he returned
(Continued on Page Six)
—A. K.
cline in net earnings is accounted this stock and that through Febru- tirement plan. Because he was born
sease.
ary 15th, 53,418 shares had been in a leap year, Mr Fogler obpurchased at this price.
served his 14th calendar birthday
After provision for the 54,877 , Feb. 29.
shares which were subject to pur
In 1919, Mr. Fogler joined the
chase 170,123 shares of Dragon W. T. Grant company as a trainee.
Cement Company, Inc., stock now- He gave up a position as assistant
Rockland's Figure $5,700; Warren $4,774; are outstanding. Net earnings cal to the director of agriculture (ex One Election Contest Due; Schoo, Bus,
culated on this number of shares tension work), University of Maine,
School Financing, Beach Roads, All
Union $3,500; State's Share At $6,500
were $5.06 for the year 1951.
to accept a $20-a-week job with a

NEI EARNINGS DECLINED

The heavy storm of last week
which blanketed Knox County
under a 20 to 26 inch coat of snow
cost an estimated $46,000. The
total takes in several towns of the
area, plus the State's cost. Some
towns were unable to give a clear
figure as the bills were not all in
and others let their road plowing
by contract so the cost of one

ipy/tofAX gas

ATHM0R6

Always Clean
Always Uniterm

OWL S HEAD MEETING MONDAY

is designed for poultryconcerned with raising
breeding hens. It is a
suitable for either the

For a fast, healthy, and practical start on your
next lot of chicks—it will pay to investigate the
advantages of this low priced, dependable chick
starter.

VICTOR BURNHEIMER
Waldoboro
Tel. 202-4
I. E. PERRY
Warren
Tel. 51-12
ROCKLANO GRAIN CO.
Rockland
Tel. 800
THOMASTON
F. J. WILEY
FARMERS’ UNION
Camden Tel. 475
12-S-21
Thomaston Tel, 47

27-S-30

, storm would be hard to figure.
Rockland

City Manager Frederick Farns' worth of dockland said the storm
j cost his city $5,700, far and away
the most expensive storm during'
j his six years in office. As late as
; last Wednesday, snow was still
being removed from some areas
Tbomaston

LOWE TO BE LEGION SPEAKER
Major General Who Was Truman's Mili

tary Advisor On Korea To Be At Rock
land Legion Next Thursday

Up For Study At Night Session
One of the most popular town
meetings, from a non-taxpayerspectator standpoint is scheduled
in Owls Head Monday evening at
7 o'clock.
While the town fathers welcome
the interest show-n in the commun
ity by those who attend to get a
taste of America's grass roots gov
ernment at work, even though they
cannot take part, the seating prob
lem has become acute. It is asked
that those who are not taxpayers
give those who can take part in
discussions and voting a chance to
be in the hall, and seated to exer
cise their franchise.

Thomaston's manager Harold
Members of Winslow-Holbrook- our hands today to sell our orPutnam put that town's cost at
Merritt Post American Legion held ganization to anti-veteran groups
"around” $1,500 which would make
and to others who believe the Le
it the most expensive on record their annual membership campaign gion is nothing but a high pres
supper and meeting Thursday night
there.
sure group,” Day told Legionnaires.
with awards distributed to those
Supper was served to about 50
Warren
members bringing in the most re
members by the American Legion
Over in Warren, Chester Wal
newals and new memberships.
Auxiliary.
lace, who plows that town’s 65
Awarded first prize, a check for
miles of road on contract said that
$10, was John S. Leo of Rockland
his costs were $3,274 and the town
who received nine points. Other
was forced to spend an additional
awards went to Roy G. Mank of
$1,500 for extra equipment and la
Rockland, who had seven points
bor to keep the town open, making
and received a $5 check, Harry
a total of $4,774 with some of the
Georgeopoulis, Allen Gordon and1
bills still not in.
Mike Leo, who were tied for third Nine Men From Knox County, Two From
Union
prize with four points each and
Other Boards; Four Are Married
Union also lets the plowing of who received $1 apiece.
its 55 miles of road out on con
The awards were announced by
tract. Figures were not available, Howard Kenniston, chairman of the
Eleven men from Knox County
John Chamberlain Bradstreet, 21,
but, basing an estimate on War membership campaign. Kenniston
have been called for military ser- Washington. —«*r—
ren's known cost it sems that $3,500 announced at the meeting that the
! vice via the draft route and will reHenry Storey Bickford, Jr., 21, 16
would be a minimum figure.
P_°SLn°W.?!L37LLa-d ”-emle”'p°rt on March 1211, Belmont avenue, Camden.
or 94 more than before the start while living here now, are subjects
Camden
Merton Raymond Sawyer, Jr., 21 „
Camden’s Town Manager, Allen of the campaign.
of other draft boards and being in 572 Old County Road Rockland.—
At
the
meeting,
it
was
announced
Torrey, 'placed the cost there at
ducted for those boards.
Howard Leigh Dority, 21, RFD 1,
that open house would be held at
$2,500.
Listed by Selective Service Board Mountain street, Camden.
the
post
next
Thursday
starting
The State's Share
Clerk Mrs. Vivian Fisher are:
Everett Timothy Harding, 21, 93
State Highway Supervisor Adin at 7.30 p. m. when Major General
Raymond Walter Allen, age 25, of Chestnut street, Cam'3enJ_mamed.
L Hopkins placed the State's cost Frank Lowe, who was President 34 Main street, Camden.
Gilbert Franklin Lane, 16 Elm
of clearing the ways at $6,500 for Truman's military advisor in Ko
WiUiam Francis Grierson, 21, of street, Rockland,, transferred from
the county, plus an estimated like rea, will be the featured speaker. South Thomaston, married.
a Lewiston draft board, married.
amount for state aid which is paid AU citizens interested in hearing
Joseph Bishop Luce, 21, 10 Rob
Parker E. Wadsworth, 40 Pleasant
what
General
Lowe
has
to
say
are
the various towns for plowing. He
inson street, Fairfield, formerly of street, Rockport,, transferred from
thought the other towns in the invited to attend the meeting.
Union. —a Worcester, Mass., draft board,
Guest speaker at Thursday
county must have paid "at least"
married.
HEAR
$1,000 each for snow removal and night’s session was James V. Day
The men wiU leave Rockland in
probably more, which accounts for of Kennebunk, department com
the afternoon of Wednesday March
BILLY
GRAHAM
mander
for
Maine,
who
urged
another $15,000.
12 and will be inducted at Fort
members to support fuUy the Le
HOUR OF DECISION
Williams in Portland the follow
Moving in circles isn t the way gion program advocating Universal
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. M.
ing day.
to get ahead, even if you do move Military Training.
STATION WLAW
“We have a tremendous job on
in the best circles.
123-S-tf
Read The Courier-Gaiette

ELEVEN TO BE INDUCTED MARCH 12

COMPLETE
CHICK STARTER
Complete Chick Starter
men who are primarily
chickens to get laying or
conventional type ration
largest or smallest flock.

Volume 107, Number 27
The Black Cat

ESTIMATED STORM COST $46,000

Easy on the
pocketbook

$5 00 per year
82 50 six months

Are Getting Ready
Thomaston Legionnaires and
Firemen Organize For
$100,000 Needed For New Grade School
Fourth Of July
Building; Additional Sum Asked For
The Fourth of July celebration
committee consisting of members
of the American Legion and Thom
aston Fire Departmen met in the
Legion Hall. Thomaston. Monday
night. Committee of the Fire De
partment consisted of J. Herbert
Lewis, Percy Studley, Orrin Ben
ner, Arthur Anderson and Charles
lawry, acting secretary; the Ameri
can Legion committee is as follows:
Hazen Cook, Kenneth Fales, Gerald
Adams and Arnold Bryant. Mr.
Anderson of the Atlas Fireworks
Company was present
It was voted to sign a contract
with the Fireworks Company for
around a 40-minute show to be held
at the July celebration.
The following were elected offi
cers: Orrin Benner, general chair
man; Hazen Cook, vice chairman;
Arthur Anderson, treasurer; Charles
Lawry, secretary; Kenneth Fales
and J. Herbert Lewis, finance com
mittee; Edgar Littoy and Norman
Whitehill, police and athletic com
mittee
It was voted to hold the next
meeting March 13 , when further
plans wil be made.
Looks like a good program to fol
low.

,
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• Pyrofax Gas bums with a
clean, blue flame-wilkcut sool, odor
or waste. The uniform qualify of
PYROFAX Gas-guarded by a series
of exacting controls-gives you the
most efficienl fuel for cooking, wa
ter-healing, refrigeraiion. See us loday for the best in gas appliance#—
Ihe best in bottled gas service.

f uperlor BOTTLED SAB Sundae

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST.

TEL. 738

ROCKLAND, ME.

Visitors are welcome, the town
fathers say, and there will be
standing room and probably a few
spare seats too.
One Contest Now Known

Mrs. Chester Robarts is reported
to be a candidate for a position on
the school board. The term of Er
nest Brazier expires this year. It ia
understood that he is a candidate
for re-election.
School Bus Purchase

The possibility of the town pur
chasing a school bus is the subject
of one article. Up for consideration
too is the transportation of high
school pupils to Rockland for the
remainder of the year. The sum ot
$525 is asked.
School Building Debt

The problem of amortizing the
costs of the new town school will
come up for discussion under Art
icle 34 of the warrant.
Article 35 is to see if the town
(Continued on Page Six)

STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
So. Thomaston Grange Hall
EVERY SATURDAY

NIGHT

Woodcock's Orchestra—8.30 te 12.
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
6-Th&S-tf

Mobil-flame
Q
SOCOMYVACUUM

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND
TKL. 1121

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
National 4-H Club Week March lst-9th

County Agent's
Corner

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX ANO LINCOLN COUNTIES
Seven Tree Grange

Dear Farmer:
As it is nearing green pastures
time. I would like to point out one
ot the reasons why green pastures
will help your pocketbook.
The average of 1938-40 December
figures shows that during these
years. 100 pounds of 3.7 milk would
buy 110 pounds of dairy ration.
This went up to 117 pounds of feed
in December 1950. 119 pounds of
feed in November 1951. It then
drooped so that a hundredweight
ot milk bought only 114 pounds of
dairy ration last December, and
only 107 pounds this January.
If by improving our forage crops
program, we can cut out some of
this cost of grain we will liave
more money left after we pay our
feed bill. In this way, dairymen
are luckier than poultrymen as it
is very difficult, if not nigh im
possible. for them to cut their
grain feeding except by cutting
mortaillty and having a faster
growing or high producing bird.
Why not join the Green Pasture
Club this year?
Sincerely,
.
Gil Jaeger,
County Agent.

4-H Doings
Thomaston

The Cheerful Homemakers met
with their leaders Mrs. Eleanor
Clark and Mrs. Lorraine Seekins,
Feb. 25. Mrs. Shibles and Mrs. Mil
dred Harjula were also present.
A short business meeting was
held, then Mrs Harjula showed the
sewing girls how to put the hem ln
skirts they are making.
Mrs. Shibles gave a table setting
demonstration to the cooking group.
Plans were made for the 4-H cook(Continued on Page Four)

’

Thirty-five members and eight
visitors were present at the meet
ing of Seven Tree Grange Wed
nesday evening. A very enjoyable
program, based on the mode of liv
ing in our great grandparents’
day. was presented by the lecturer.
A display of antiques were shown,
ranging all the way from eye
glasses to carpenters’ tools. Owing
to the severe storm that started
early in the evening the program
was hurried and we feel much more
of interest had to be left out.
Refreshments were served, in
keeping with the program, molasses
doughnuts, gingerbread, crackers,
cheese, milk and coffee. Mrs. Marie
Butler was In charge of refresh
ments, assisted by willing hands.
Elected to the offlce of assistant
steward and lady assistant stew
ard were Melvin and Lorraine
Gleason. This was made necessary
by the offices declared vacant after
Joe and Elaine Robbins moved
away. Brother and Sister Gleason
and Mildred Burns, the latter a
member of executive committee,
were installed by Past Master A
R. Danforth, assisted by Brother
Howard Hawes as marshal. Brother
and Sister Carroll served as regalia
and emblem bearers and Sister
Blanche Robbins as pianist
It was voted to give a donation
to the Heart Fund Drive.
The Grange Sewing Circle met
Wednesday at the home of Alida
Fossett, with nine ladies present.
The next meeting will be Thursday,
March 6, at the home of Ada Win
capaw. Pot luck dinner will be
Across the nation the coming week, tens of thousands of 4-H boys and girls and leaders will observe served.

We were pleased to have five
visitors present from Owl’s Head
Grange and hope they arrived home
safely in the storm. Come see us
i again.
Deputy Earl Tolman and Mrs
Tolman were present and gave lni structlons on the Grange work for
the coming year.
Mt. Pleasant Grange

There were five visitors from
Owls Head at the Monday evening
meeting at which Deputy Earl Tol
man gave new instructions for the
year of 1952.
County 4-H Agent Loana Shibles
was granted use of the Grange
Hall on March 7 for a sheep meet
ing.
Teachers and parents of the vil
lage schools will hold a candy sale
prior to the meeting next Monday.
They are earning money with which
to purchase material to make cos
tumes for the students who are to
participate in the Seaside Wonder
land Carnival.
A youth committee was appoint
ed with Frances Tolman as chair
man and Evelyn Merrifield and
Barbara Richards as members.
Traveling Granges
Me. Pleasant Grange of West
Rockport will be host Monday
night to the traveling Granges.
This will be the flrst meeting at
which scores will be based on the
number of members present and
not a percentage of the total mem
bership. There is a $5 prize at the
end of the month for the Grange
with the highest attendance.
Limerock Pomona
Penobscot View of Glen Cove will
be host to Pomona on March 8.

The metting will open at 2 p. m.
with degree work scheduled for 5.15
and 'Supper at 6 o'clock.
County Agent Gilbert Jaeger will
I be the guest speaker.
The program will include a solo
by Jennie Pietroski and readings
on Saint Patrick’s Day. A quar
tette. led by Orett Robinson, will
j sing Irish songs.
St. George and Megunticook
Grange members will participate
in a discussion.
{ Tlje master of Penobscot View
j will extend greetings with the re| sponse to be made by Betty Vinal.
Annie Nye will give the closing
thought.
Pomona Lecturer Evelyn St.
Clair will give a report on the
recent State Lecturer's Conference
which she attended.
Pioneer Grange

At the regular meeting of Pio
neer Grange Tuesday, Feb 26 the
First and Second Degrees were
conferred on Evelyn Guyette and
MaTlene Knight.
After the degree work, a de
licious fish chowder was served by
Sisters Nellie Brooks and Alice
Willard.
Pioneer Grange voted to send
its Lecturer, Grace Young, to the
Lecturer Conference.
Grand View Grange. Northport
has been invited lo confer the
third and fourth degrees at our
next meeting. March 11.
Pioneer Grange has joined with
Seven Tree Grange. Union and
Georges Valley. Appleton in a
traveling Grange, the first meeting
of this group will be with Georges
Valley Grange March 4
Meenahga Grange

A regular meeting of Meenahga
. Grange w as held on Monday
night with 29 present Games were
played after the meeting and re
freshments were served.

Alton
Winchenbach,
Mertie
Booth, and Jessie Miller were
appointed on the game party com
mittee.
All activities were cancelled last
week because of the severe storm
and unfavorable highway con
ditions. These will now be resumed
on schedule as usual.
Several members attended Lin
coln Pomona at Maple Grange last
Saturday.
Plans are being made to hold
Past Officers night next Monday
night. Past officers who have pre
viously been contacted are invited
to fill the chairs on this date.
Owl's Head Grange

State Deputy Eugene Buzwell
and State Juvenile Deputy Abbie
Buzwell were guests of Owl s Head
Grange at the last meeting. The
State
Deputy
instructed
the
Grange in the performance of
duties and stressed the importance
of everyone entitled to vote of
exercising that right. The State
Juvenile Deputy spoke of organi
zing a Juvenile Grange in the near
future.
The socials will be resumed on
March 4 The refreshment com
mittee will be Aletlia Munro, Mar
garet Greely and Thelma Murray.
The Third and Fourth Degrees
will be worked at the next meeting
on March 11. There will be a har
vest supper preceding this meeting.
It was requested that each mem
ber donate a dish towel to re
plenish the Grange supply and to
bring it to the next meeting.
Brother Arthur Decker was given
a rising vote of thanks for repair
ing the cabinets in the kitchen.
Sisters Effie Dyer and Hlida
Niles were reported ill. Brother
Bruce Gamage was also reported
ill. Brother Ray Simmons of St.
George was reported a patient in
'Continued m Page Slxi

National 4-H Club Week whieh extends from March 1 to 9. The clubs, which instruct in homemaking
and many agricultural fields, plus good citizenship, number into the thousands. While the results
cannot be accurately measured, one can observe the work on the local level in the Knox-Lincoln area
and realize that it is more than a successful project across the nation. Local leader is Mrs. Loana
Shibles of Rockport who is 4-H agent for the two counties.

BLUEBERRY MEETING WEDNESDAY FARM AND HOME WEEK FEATURES
»

1

Packers Hosts At Dinner; Experts Are To Publisher, Columnist, Interior Decorator
Speak On Industry Problems At Union
The annual blueberry meeting
for the area is scheduled for Wed
nesday morning at 10.15 o’clock at
Union Town Hall. Packers will be
hosts at a dinner to be served at
noon.
The program includes a demonstration "New Methods of Weed
Control" by District Blueberry
Agent Ralph Wentworth.
Forestry Commissioner Nutting
will speak on burning problems at
the morning session.
Fruit fly control will be discussed
in detail by Professor Lathrop of
the University of Maine. He will
have a series of charts showing the
life cycle of the fruit fly and how
to control the pest.
Ben Yormack. officer-in-charge
of the Department of Agriculture

office at Portland, will :--peak on
"Quality Blueberries And How To
Produce Them." ■
Wentworth will speak for a sec
ond time on the subject of dusting
and the program recommended for
1952.
Gil Jaeger, county agent, will dis
cuss Extension Service plans for
the coming year in relation to
the blueberry industry.
Dinner will be at noon in the
Eastern Star Hall. Packers will be
hosts. Contributing are: Black &
Gay, Thomaston: Phil Davis, West
Rockport; Maine Blueberry Grow
ers, Inc.. West Rockport; Ned Cut
ting. Union: Medomak Canning
Company, Rockland, and Mon
mouth Canning Company, Union
and Portland.

and Retailing Expert All On April 1
Maine homemakers who read Ida
Jean Kain's column, "Your Figure"
,
in various newspapers will be able
to sec and hear her in person during Farm and Home Week at the
University of Maine. Her subject
will be "Middle Age Can Be Youth| ful.” She will speak Tuesday
, April 1.
Miss Kain is a well-known writer
and speaker on the subjects of diet
and nutrition. Her column is syn
dicated to many newspapers by
King’s Features.
Three other noted speakers will
appear on the women’s program on
Tuesday, Roger Withington, inter
ior decorator, of Portland, will
speak twice in the forenoon; once
on decorative window treatments
and again on selection and use of

reupholstering fabrics.
Miss Muriel Cox. of the Chamberlain School of Retailing, Boston,
will also speak in the forenoon on
„A
Yqu fQr ,-2 „
entire Parm and Home Weck
program will be cleared in early
afternoon for an address sponsored
by thc Maine Extension Associa
tion by William Sloar.e, New York,
book publisher, on the "Inner World
of Books." The Maine Federation
of Women's Clubs and other Farm
and Home Week guests will attend
this lecture.
Final event of the day of interest
to all women will be the annual
reception by Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck
at the home of the president of the
University. Complete
dates for
Farm and Home Week are March
31 to April 3.

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES FARM NOTES ABOUT THE STATE
Friendship
Hello Homemaker:
The Friendship Extension group
The last meeting for the "Shirts
For All the Family” Training Class met Wednesday at Ray’s Hall for
“Living
was held at Nobleboro Grange Hall the February meeting.
Tuesday. Many lucky husbands with High Prices." conducted by
will be receiving a very nice shirt Mr. Jaeger, County Agent and your
as a result of this- construction HDA.
A delicious dinner was
school and the capable work of i served by the dinner committee
these women.
Mrs. Charlotte ' with Mrs. Susan Simmons, foods
Smith, clothing specialist, was in I leader chairman, assisted by Agnes
charge of the school, assisted by Winchenpaw. Josie Bums and Edna
your H.D.A.
Packard.
Clothing leaders attending Tues
Appleton
day were: Elizabeth Simonton. Sim
Mrs. Mary Gurney. Clothing
onton; Grace Hunt. Hope; Marion Leader of the Appleton Extension
Wylie. Martha Campbell, Warren; Group, conducted their Fefcruary
Evilo Bain. Gladys Patrick, South meeting on Hemline Tncks, Thurs
Waldoboro; Viola Littlefield, Thom day, at the home of Mrs. Esther
aston; Mary Gurney. Appleton: Moody’s. Serving on the dinner
Doris Hull. Ruby York, Nobleboro; committee with Mrs. Moody were
Doris Souviney, Julia Blenn. Dres Rita Clark and Angie Fish, foods
den;
Mrs.
Arthur Sturtevant leader.
of Damariscotta; Marcia Ross,
What's New In '52
Sheepscot; Millicent Ball. Huntoon
Interested in what's new in
Hill; Susan Humason. Aina; Ruth
clothes for 52? Here are some fea
Loeschner. Gladys Eaton, Monts
tures to look for in ’52 fashions.
weag; and Margaret Richards, ArHere are sofe features to look for
zetta Poole, Edgecomb.
in '52 fashions.
These leaders and their assistants
Skirts: Take your choice between
will now be conducting the final
the slim, straight skirt unually
meeting of this series in their
with a back pleat to give width
group. Attendance in their respec
for walking—or the full, full skirt,
tive classes, range from 8 to 20.
The full skirt may be a complete
Congratulations clothing leaders for
circle, or consist of many tiny
your effort and time given for these
gores, or may have its fullness
classes.
thrown to the front or the back.
Hemline lengths remain about
1 the same with mid calf a favored
ACTORY ENGINEERED length. Best rule for skirt lengths
today is to choose the length you
PARTS
| feel is most becoming to you. Keep
For All Chry«I« Make Cara
i in mind that very narrow skirts
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
! need to be a bit longer to look
DeSoto
well when you sit down.
Also Dodge Job-Rated

Sleeves and Shoulder Lines

Truck Parts

This season look to your sleeves
and your shoulder lines. Shoulder
lines will toe at the natural
shoulder line or slighty sloping.
(Continued on Pago Four)

ELSON BROS. GARAGE
5 KAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
1-tf

to ship most frozen eggs to Boston
with Nebraska in second place.
Planning 4-11 Round I'p
Plans are already being made for
the annual 1952 4-H Round-Up at
the Eastern States Exposition at
Springfield, Mass., this Fall. About
500 outstanding 4-H club members
from New England and New York
attend these Round-Ups each year.
Two Maine men are on the plan
ning committee. George E Lord,
associate director, Maine Exten
sion Service is a member of the
General Round-Up
Committee;
and Herbert A. Leonard, assistant
New England Captures Boston
Extension dairyman, is on the
Egg Market
Time was when Iowa shipped committee in charge of the dairy
more table eggs to the Boston mar camp.
Maple Syrup Producers Meet
ket than any other state. Times
The Maine Maple Producers
have now changed until New Eng
land has become the biggest source Association is holding its annual
of table eggs used in the Boston meeting in the Federated Church
area. Massachusetts supplied more vestry in Nomdgework today. The
eggs to that market last year than program will include a business
any other state. Second place went meeting with election of officers, a
to New Hampshire, and third to discussion of grading and marketing
Maine Iowa has dropped into four practices with a representative of
th place. Iowa, however, continues
(Continued on Page Four)
Green Pastures Essay Contest

• • < \Lll

Some boy or girl in Maine will win
a $25 defense bond in the NewEngland Green Pastures Essay
Contest which is now on. The con
test will close April 20. All con
testants are writing an essay of
not over 1X00 words on the sub
ject "What the Green Pastures
Program Means to Our Farms." or
a similar topic. Rules for the con
test may be obtained from the
K—L Extension Office or from Ex
tension Service, University of
Maine. Orono.

Thrifty Supersonic Tower!

Maht

Roomy! Roomy! Roomy!

Under the hood is the new Henry J’s

JI v'II

New ’52 Henry J Corsair is big in

everything but price! A 58-inch
front seat! Ample seating room for six.
More storage space, too!

mighty Supersonic Engine ...
thriftier than ever! You get power plus...
up to 30 miles on a gallon! A “penny a mile”

drives it!

I’/i«i’

Sew

Il ( If

tinyl-biiinge Inleriora!

S

Clamorous is the word for thc new
'52 Corsair’s washable \ inyl-lounge
Interiors. New "Silent Curtain” insulation
in roof shuts out heal, cold, and traffic noises.

•3--S-.r
1

Vrlrel-Koad Ride! Henry J’s
“Velvet Road” springing gives you a
smoother ride than ever. City
driving is easier, too. thanks to new
“Inner Circle” parking!
IT

new 52 Henry J Corsair you

ride on a double channel “Samson”
frame! Overhead is the largest, one-piece
seamless steel roof panel! See it at your
Kaiser-Frazer dealer’s today!

,

il C II

TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR
THE BEST RESULTS TO Y O U
White sidewall tires extra when available

CALL

fi

^ofety-Enpinerred Chassis!

DELMARVA POULTRY CORP.

The smartest
ear on
(lie road!

America’s To. I buy
...the ear that makes
thrift a pleasare!

WARREN S. COLWELL, Buyer and Mgr.

MORRILL, MAINE
TEL. LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6
Fair Prices, Honest Weight, Immediate Payment

See il at your Kai»er*Frazer Showroom

DREWETT’S GARAGE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
. .147-S-tf

©195 2 KAISER-FRAZER SALES CORPORATION. WILLOW RUN. BlCHU

Route 1

Warren, Maine
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Morse Yard Has 101 Foot Dragger In Frame

TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events

>

the Horse Sled and Sleighbells

March 3—Warren town meeting.
March 3—Junior-Senior H
S.
PTA meets at High School
March 4—Miriam Rebekah lodge
meets at I.O O.P. Hall
March 5—Canton Lara>ette Aux
iliary meeting. I.O.OJ. Hall.
March 6—Theta Rho Girls' Club
i The postponed meeting of the
IOOF. Hall
March 6—Emblem Club meets at i Knox County American Legion
Elks' Home
Council will be held Monday night,
March 7—Rockland Republican City March 3 at Tenants Harbor, KinCaucus at Court House
March 7 — Temperance Day ob ney-Melqulst Post being host.
Civilian Defense will be the matter
served in the schools.
March 7—W.CT.U meet- at Mrs. ■ discussed and County Director,
Eugene Stoddard's, 40 Grove LeRoy McCluskey, will show movies
street, 2.30 p. m
' and explain ln detail the princiMarch 7—Methebesec Club meets
' pies in regards to defense. All
in the Farnsworth Museum.
March 7—Joint Meeting Congre Legionnaires are invited to attend.
gational Kupples Klub and Uni
versalist Comity Circle at Uni
Miss Anne Waterman, daughter
versalist Church vestry at 6 30 of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Waterman of
p. m.
' South Thomaston, has made the
March 9-15—Spring Flower Show
by Massachusetts Horticultural Dean’s List at Farmington State
Society, Mechanic’s Building, Teachers’ College.
Boston
The Daughters of St. Bernards
March 13-14 — "Journey's End.”
Community Building.
will attend Rosary Tuesday eve
March 14 Educational Club meets ning prior to their meeting at 7.30
at Unvier alist Church.
in the parish hall. Members are
March 14-15-16—Si. Patrick's Play
and Concert at St. Bernard’s reminded to take the articles they
have made for the fair.
Parish Hall.
March 16-22 — National Wildlife
Knox County General Hospital
Week.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day
Auxiliary will meet Tuesday afterMarch 17—Rockport Town Meet ' noon at 2.30 in the Bok Home for
ing
March 31-April 3—47th Annual : Nurses. Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Jr.,
Farm and Home Week, at the , and Mrs. Donald Leach will be co; chairmen assisted by Mrs. John
University of Maine.
March 20—Annual Firemen’s Ban Lowe, Mrs. Seth Low, Mrs. Frank
quet, Central Fire Station.
Marsh, Mrs. Albert McLoon, Mrs.
March 21—Methebesec Club meets I Raymond Moulaison, Mrs. Francis
ln the Farnsworth Museum.
March 22 — ' The Cavalcade of Orne, Mrs. John Pomeroy, Mrs.
Scouting," Rockland Community Keryn ap Rice, Mrs. John Richard
son, Mrs. Arnold Rogers, Mrs.
Building.
April 13—Easter Sunday
Cleveland Sleeper, Sr., Mrs. Alvin
April 19—Patriots' Day
Small and Miss Mabel Snow.
April 30—Film Council meets at
Farnsworth Museum.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet
May 11 Mother's Day
May 17 — Eastern Maine Music Monday night in Grand Army Hall.
Festival a Universy of Maine Officers are requested to be pre
June 13-15—Annual Encampment sent.
of V.F.W. in Rockland.
June 14—Flag Day
Delegates from Knox Couty at
June 15—Father’s Day
tending the Young Republican
June 22—State of Maine Day at
State Convention in Auburn today
Braves Field, Boston.
are David P. Bicknell, Sheriff ar.d
July 4—Independence Day
Mrs. P. Willard Pease. Samuel
Collins, Christy Adams and Mrs.
The Weather
Joseph Jaynes all of Rockland. Es
i As of Friday)
ther A. Wolef of Thomaston and
“Cloudy and rowdy” says the Old County Attorney and Mrs. Curtis
Farmer's Almanac for thc month- M. Payson of Union.
end. Nay, nay, Pauline. Today is
Wilfred Mullen, manager of the
as nice a day as one would care to
see in late Winter. Sunny, and Self Service Shoe Store, has re
temperatures moderate. No snow turned from a buying trip to Bos
at the time of going to press, not ton.
that it was needed, for there is
Information has been received to
enough in Rockland's stockpile to
I the effect that Rowling’s Garage
last until the mayflowers have
lias acquired the land on which
wilted
the Britto Market stoocj
The Catholic Women’s Club will
The Bingham-Kellogg Boston
meet Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Wilfred Mullen, 36 Masonic University Regional Nursing Edu
street. In April the meetings will be cation program is to conduct an
extra mural course on Foundations
resumed in the parish hall.
of Human Behavior, by Prof. The
The Port Clyde bus service will resa Muller, psychiatric nursing de
be discontinued Sat. March 8.
partment, Boston University School
27*28 I of Nursing. Three semester hours of
credit will be given. Tuition is $45.
OPS
cardboard signs now The first course will begin on Fri
available at The Courier-Gazette day, March 7 from 2 to 5 p. m. Any
office— ,’ou. for 50 cents. Get them graduate registered nurse or any
in the front office.
76tf public health nurse may register
for the course. Call Mrs. Folta at
the Knox Hospital, Tel. &36 by
GAME PARTY
March 3 if interested. The classes
EVERY FRIDAY
are limited to 30 students.
At 7.3(1 P. M.

(By Frank A. Winslow)

Morse Boatbuilding Company of Thomaston has framed out and partly planked the largest trawler
ever to be built in the famous yard. The craft measures 101 feet in length by 22 feet in beam and will have
a draft of 11 feet. She is the heaviest timbered trawler to be built in this section and will be planked in
keeping. It is rumored that she is being built by her owners, John Dallett & Son of New York for fishing in
the Far North, possibly into Labrador waters. She will have a Union 400 horsepower diesel and be fully
equipped with navigational aids. Fish hold capacity will be in excess of 200,000 pounds. Launching is
scheduled for next August.

Police Chief Bernard Thompson
returned to duty Friday after hav
ing been absent for a week due to
illness.

Tyo property damage accidents
were investigated by Rockland Po
lice Friday morning. The first oc
curred at the corner of Main street
and Tillson avenue when cars dri
ven by Floyd P. Hooper, 261 Park
street and Edward Allen of South
Thomaston were in collision. Icy
conditions kept the Hooper car,
which was coming out of Tillson
avenue, from avoiding the acci
dent. Damages were estimated at
$75 for Hooper's car and $175 to
Allen's. The other occurred at the
corner of High and Park streets
when a car operated by Maynard
Wiggin, II Stanley avenue, was
hit by one operated by Frank Piper,
146 Rankin street. Wiggin was go
ing East on Park and Piper drove
out of High. The Wiggin car was
damaged an estimated $75 and that |
of Piper $10. Slippery conditions
were blamed.
Miss Nancy Howard, R. N, re
turned to New York Thursday to
resume her duties on the staff of
the New York Hospital.
The Woman's Educational Club is
invited to attend the D.A.R. meet
ing Monday afternoon at 2.30 in the I
Farnsworth Museum to hear the;
exchange students from the Uni- ;
vffsity of Maine.

One "Leap Year” baby was re-1
ported Friday night. A son born i
Feb. 29 at Knox Hospital to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Mills of Tenants
Harbor.
BORN

Mills—At Knox Hospital, Feb. 29,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mills of
Tenant’s Harbor, a son.
Emery—At Camden, Feb. 27, to
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Emery, a
daughter.
McIntyre—At Camden, Feb. 21.
to Mr. and Mrs. Emery McIntyre,
a daughter—Eileen.

NOTICE

16-T&Th-tf

DIED
McInnis—At Washington, D C„

The Office of

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]
A YEAR OF GROWTH
A year of growth and improvement in the telephone ser
vice is noted in the annual report of the president of the
New England Telephone & Telegraph Company. During
1951 construction to meet service demands amounted to
$43 million. Over 80,000 new telephones were added Dial
service was made available in 12 more communities. The
long distance network within the five-State area was in
creased by over 13,000 circuit miles. The number of telephone
calls increased to 11,000,000 per day.
During the Iast six years the Company has undertaken
a program of construction amounting to $339 million. This
is the biggest construction program undertaken by any New
England concern during this period. All this new construc
tion was undertaken at high postwar prices. Whether it's
building a new home or putting up a new telephone building,
the construction costs are about double what they were 10
years ago. Just as long as we have the obligation to provide
service to the public, we must proceed with new construction
as required. We must be able to raise new capital to do it.
And our earnings must be high enough to bring this newcapital into the business in the large amounts needed.
Over two and one-third million telephones now serve
the people of New England. This is about a million more
than before World War II and about three-fourths million
more than at the end of the war. Where only half the
families in New England had service 10 years ago, three out
of every four families have it today. This shows the growing
usefulness of telephone service. And the telephone is still
cheap when compared with the costs of other things The
continued unprecedented demand for service clearly demononstrates that the public w ants good telephone service and is
w-illing to pay a reasonable price for it.

A WHALE OF A CONTEST
The advent of Gov. Frederick G. Payne into the U. S.
Senatorial race is the talk of the State, and such newspaper
comment as has been made indicates that it will be a royal
contest, up to anybody's guess as to the result. The Brewster
publication in Portland lays a great deal of stress on Gov.
Payne’s earlier announcement that he would not be a can
didate for office while holding his present one. And that
was certainly what he meant, but an insistent demand of
such heavy proportions and the fact that his term has so
nearly expired, finally served to overcome his objection to
running. While news comment in advance of a primary elec
tion is apt to be a bit scant and cautious, the editorials,
with the exception of the Brewster publications, have been
manifestly friendly to the State’s popular Chief Executive,
and the situation so far as he is concerned, gathers strength
from the fact that Sumner T Pike, who withdrew from the
contest is an out and out Payne supporter.

DR BURTON E. FLANDERS I Feb. 28. John James McInnis of

Will Be Closed Until April 1
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That Generations

444 Main Street

j
,
'
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Rockland, Me.

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

to Come may

»*

I

RUSSELL
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

I

I’M.

WELL. MY. OH MY/
choosing a family monu
ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee tt
jou, ><>ur heirs, or your descendants.
n

I

Chester Brooks
BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME,

Ambulance Service

i-tf

RUSSELL WILL RUN
Southerners are elated over the decision of Senator Rich
ard B Russell of Georgia to enter the race for the Demo
cratic Presidential nomination. Whether he will bolt in case
Truman is nominated is not made plain, but there would
seem to be significance in his statement that he didn't bolt
in 1948, but that he “puts iountry above party.”

Fuel Kid;

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

Eagle, Rock. Virginia, age 46 years.
Rosary will be recited at McNamara
Residence, 32 Masonic St-, Rockland, Monday, 8 p. m. Requiem
Mass at St. Bernard’s Church,
Tues. 9 a. m. Interment in St.
James Cemetery, Thomaston.
Hall—At Camden, Feb. 24. Mary
Jane Hall, infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hall of Rockport.

CARD OF THANKS
The fellow w-ho watches the clock ’
I wish to thank all my friends
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette during business hours usually ig- '' who so kindly remembered me with
nores it after hours.
1 flowers, fruit and other gifts. Also
! to all who sent cheering cards and
You will find
' notes during my ilness.
IN MEMORIAM
Mary H. Monaghan.
In loving memory of my hus- | 27* lt
Spiritufll strength in
band, Irven E. Simpson, who passed i
your house ol worship
aw’ay March 1, 1943.
The new 1952 patterns of Im
Hus write,
our clmn Ii nerds \ou
perial
Wall Papers are in stock,
27*lt
Mabel Maud Simpson
mid vou nerd \our (luirdi
and ready for your Inspection.
Gonia’s.
25-27
( ARD OF THANKS
We want to express our thanks
to Mr. Savitt and all of the oth^r
MARITIMCS
merchants of Rockland, who so
generously contributed to the Kippy
Karnival Kourt.
D
Sf
‘tfra-MA'NSl , PASCAL A,vf
Sylvia Davis, Barbara Ilvonen,
1*2 2
Tfk 5,0 ' I Jit
Jeannine Leach, Sandra Perry',
YmOMAST-On POfKLAHO «O<KPO»T
WHEN YOU NEED OIL,
Christine Roberts.
27* It

Remember

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
1-tf

Funeral Home

TEL 98
TEL 2151

WARREN
CAMDEN

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf
«look tor

»»ol oe your

Rod. ot
worker ll

memooot or
o# Rodi

& •f AeMMmiMoah.

THE DAY OF THE HORSE COLLAR
Has Almost Passed Into Oblivion With

A Well Baby clinic will be held
Monday afternoon at the District
Nursing Association rooms. Com
munity building from 2 to 4 p m
Immunization for whooping-cough
diphtheria and tetanus will be
| given Dr. Kibbe will be in atten: dance.

TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus
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WE GET IT THERE

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS

RI6HTONTHE FLY

During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

'T7

Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union

These days Grandpa doe.-n't have
to work as hard as he used to His
rocking chair is pretty comfortable
and he can sit there and let his
thoughts wander at will down the
rocky road of the past which he
and his kind knew so well, and if
he stoutly avers that most of the
Romance has left the old f3rm with
the passing ol the horse collar, who
should know better than he

e e e e

Robert A. Hanson of Camden
pleaded guilty to operating a car
without a driver's license on Cres
cent street in Rockland on Feb 28.
He paid a fine of $10 in municipal
Court Friday morning.

THE SEAHAWKS STARRED
Led By Pau! Abbott Boothbay Harbor

Basketeers Win K-L Championship
Boothbay Harbor (59- Reed 6;
'By Bob Mayo)
Boothbay Harbor's Seahawks be D Abbott 6 P. Abbott 8 (1); Mar
shall 2 (1); Winslow 4 (5), Bergcame the 34th champions of the
quist.
Knox-Lincoln
league
Thursday
Lincoln Academy (51) Belknap 3,
night when they outlasted a stub Skillin 4 i2); Yeaton 3 (3), O’Brien;
born Lincoln Academy team to win Hatch 4 <4>, Reed; Berry 2 (1);
59-51. The tall and talented Sea Burnham 3 (3).
hawks were great when they had to
....
be in winning, led by big Paul Ab
Saturday Shorts—M:ke DiRenzo
bott who not only led in scoring viewing the Western Maine tourney
with 17 but held his team together with interest—the proposed Cam
throughout and prevented them den-Rockport girls’ game probably
from cracking. Most of his tallies won’t be played—If I had to name
were one hand jump shots from
an all-K.-L. league team, it would
near the keyhole and often canbe Dick Reed and Si Skillin at forcellea Lincoln’s threats. He was the
: ward; Paul Abbott at center; Herb
best player on the floor.
Winslow and Ted Yeaton, guards—
Boothbay’s Dick Reed sealed the
the loss to Fort Fairfield by Gardi
Eagles doom, when, with less then
ner proves again that a one-man
two minutes playing time remain
team never gets far when the chips
ing he cut sharply through Lin
are really dowm. When Seavey
coln’s defense to register with two
stopped, they were through—
quick lay-ups. Lincoln had crept to
The coachess team for the Heart
within four points at 55-51 before
Fund
game doesn’t figure to be as
he cut loose and he broke their
strong as last year’s with Goddard
hearts.
Lincoln was off in timing and and Lush gone, while the school
uncertain during the opening pe boys should be better as the game
riod and at one point trailed by 8-1 isn’t as late as last year and they
before Si Skillin got the range should be in fair shape—Wiscasset
from deep in the corner for their has a nice gym all right but it still
first deuce. Paul and Dave Abbott isn't big enough, as many were
and Mike Marshall sent the Sea turned away Thursday and the
hawks into an 11-5 lead with some floor had to be cleared of overflow
nice shooting during this session. on several occasions—the ballfield
Lincoln’s best period was the sec is rfght next to it, which makes for
ond as they got hold of themselves j a nice athletic set-up—
The annual Grammar School
and spurted into a 24 all tie at
half. Burt Hatch started the drive tourney due to start in Camden’s
with three quick lay-ups; Freddy- new gym the last of next week with
Burnham and Ted Yeaton kept the South School or RJH heavily fa
ball rolling for the Eagles but Paul vored—the Lincoln County coachesAbbott kept his team in the game all-star game slated for Wiscasset
with some neat flips from the side. next Friday—prediction: Red Dem
Boothbay went ahead for good in mons will play some nice shortstop
the opening minute of the third for the Warren Tigers this Sum
period. Herb Winslow, a tall and mer and bat over .350. Some Tiw
Willowy guard hit with a jump shot team should have used him last
from out front and with two foul year.
attempts. He then got under the
For social items in The CourierLincoln basket on a sleeper play to
tl
score on a neat lay-up and the Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
Seahawks were off and winging.
Alcoholics
Anonymous. Men’s
Their superior height began to tell
off the boards and they were con Groups. Women's Groups. Box 711,
8-tf
trolling the ball most of the time. Rockland.
Lincoln put on their final drive
early in the fourth quarter, led by
YOU can
Si Skillin who lofted three in
from the corner to pull his team
help your country—
into a 46-44 dificit with three min
utes to play. Paul Abbott came
Have a career for life!
through with a deuce and Wmslow
LEARN NURSING
a foul try to widen the lead. Lin
coln still wasn’t through and Jim Ask the Director of Nurses at
my Belknap hit with two long sets your local hospital about pro*
Schools of Nursing for
to once again narrow the gap just fessional
which you can qualify.
before Reed took over to ice the I-------------------------------------------------game.
A crowd of over 1,000 viewed the
proceedings and at the end the
OWL’S HEAD
Boothbay players carried their
coach, Lloyd Caton, off the floor on
GRANGE
their shoulders. It was their first
SOCIAL
pennant since joining the K-L five
years ago and they were happy in
TUESDAY NIGHT
deed. It was the first time Lincoln
March 4
has lost a play-off game in four
tries during the last five years. The
Music by Hawaiianaires
game
was exceptionally
well
EVERYONE COME
handled by referees Foss and Clark
EVERYONE WELCOME.
who kept things well under con
trol throughout. Score:

PIPE—PIPEBlack or Galvanized

Large Stock of Most Needed Sizes
CHECK WITH US FIRST.

BICKNELL MFG. CO.
PHONE— ROCKLAND

360
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LAST CHANCE OFFER-GOOD UNTIL MARCH 31
A

o LOCAL TRADEMARKS. Uc-

PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Fitting appropriately into the in
tent of this column is a letter writ
ten by Commander George H Reed,
whose faculty of bringing back the
yesteryears has so often been dem
onstrated by his contributions to
this paper. His latest letter fol
lows:
An item in one of the papers
last week stated that one of the
last of the manufacturers of horse
collars In his country had closed
up his factory and gone out of
business.
If anything were needed to prove
that the old gray mare ain’t what
she uster be, that obscure little
paragraph, hidden away among the
advertisements
of
automobiles,
radios, farm tractors ana news of
the passing of Kings, would be
quite enough to accomplish it with
complete finality.
Glamorizing a horse collar is no
easy task in composition, but what
a wave of nostalgia that little item
will bring to many an oldster now
resting peacefully in his ioc.-mgg
chair by the kitchen stove in
counties- A$aine farmhouses, Read
ing that epitaph to the death of an
era. Grandpa will probably take off
his glasses, drop his paper in his
lap, and look out the window over
the fields into which, he plowed
his youthful years, and he will re
member all about horse collars.
He had a whole row of the consamed things hung on wooden pegs
out in the barn—and not so very
long ago either. Light ones, heavy
work collars, some with hames
draped over them, some split at
the bottom, and one with a scal
loped pad of yellow felt with a
single bell tied to it with a strand
of tarred rope he had removed from
a bunch of shingles.
He will recall how old Nellie
used to slat her head and refuse
to co-operate when he tried to push
that one over her ears and he was
in a hurry’ and he had no time to
waste.
That was a long time ago, come
to think of it. No wonder that
stubborn old coot who manufac
tured the things had quit.. The
wonder was, he had lasted so long.
There is no place for a horse col
lar on a tractor nor an automobile
either, although privately Grandpa
thinks that a good strong set of
hames and britchin’ are still pretty
handy things on a farm.
Now they were gone together with
the whip socket and tlie buffalo
robe and even the sleigh itself, all
scrapped as relics of a bygone age
when milk was kept in pans, flour
was bought by the barrel and peo
ple made their own bread.
Memories of those days are not
so easily forgotten by those who
have lived them them. The old
boys who pulled the stumps, made
the stone walls and ploughed the
fields with Nellie and her kind,
leaning into her collar with grand
pa hopping alongside, gripping his
reins and the fool hoss acting
cranky. That was an active life
any way you looked at it
Remember that- old pung out in
the shed? The memory of that
brings back the creak of the old
Whiffletree of a frosty morning
when the straps on Nellie’s harness
were stiff in the cold and there
was ice on the watertrough in the
yard.
Driving to town in that outfit
with Nellie taking the thank-youmams with her tail over the dasher
was an experience that few of the
younger generation will ever know.
Even the memory of the bumps on
the spirngless seat have been soft
ened by the years.
These are special memories which
the passing of the horse collar will
bring to folks of the older genera
tion. Memories of the days when
the old gray mare in her collar
and hames was a considerable fac
tor in smoothing the wrinkles from
the face of the State of Maine and
making it what it is.
The wooden pegs where the horse
collars hung are empty now, old
Nellie’s staff is vacant and a shiny
new contraption with a gas engine
in it, now occupies the place of
honor on the barn floor which once
belonged to the hayrack and the
pung.

Municipal Court
1 Allessandro F. Clatworthy oi
: Bath pleaded and was found in
nocent of driving while under the1
influence of intoxicating liquor at j
Thursday morning's session of!
Municipal court. The low bed,
trailer truck on which he was haul- I
ing a bulldozer struck two cars on
Main street Feb. 22 with the pro- j
trading blade He vas stopped at
Glen Cove later and said he had ■
no knowledge of the accidents. A
blood test shoved no trace of
liquor.

©MARITIME-

W OIL COMPANY
W
DEGREE-DAY

114 PARK

5Y.

HOMELAND

WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION,
14 monthsi 88 *ALGroRES
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE
14 months
$8.00
COLLIER’S WEEKLY
60 issues) new or renewals
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, 2 years, $4.20
FRED E. HARDEN
THE MAGAZINE MAN
ROCKLAND, MAINE TELEPHONE 35-W
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: noon due to town meeting. Assist

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

ing hostesses with Mrs. MacDoug-

WARREN

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
entirely new, others modifications
of past styles Every year we look
over these new styles and select
some of the most becoming for our
own wardrobes. This "most be
coming" is very important because
fashions should be thought of in
terms of becoming styles rather
than new styles. We all know that
there’s nothing fashion right about
the latest style when it’s the wrong
style for us. It's up to each of us
to pick and choose from the seasen's fashions the ones that are
best for us. So analyze yourself,
your figure your coloring, your per
sonality and then choose from this
season's styles the right "fashions
for you in '52."

Home Agent Notes

! all will be Mrs. Michael Halligan
(Continued from age Two)
and Mrs. Lillian Mathews.
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
and will have little or no padding.
Correspondent
Sleeves may be unmounted, that
Telephone 49
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
is,
cut in one with the bodice of
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
coats, dresses or suits, cut to fit
WALDOBORO
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three line* Inserted
Mystery' Circle will meet this
below a dropped shoulder, regula
•nee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
MRS RENA CROWELL
afternoon at the dining hall
each for each line, half price each additional Ume used. Five small
tion set-in sleeves, raglan, lan
Correspondent
oi the I O O. F. block to knot
words to a line.
Telephone 250
tern. puff ball, pin wheel, kimona. 1
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called. 1. e. advertisements which
a quilt. Supper will be served mem
or
cape. Any way you look at it
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette office for handbers and their husbands by the fol
-leeves will make news in 1962.
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Levensaler
lowing hostess committee, Mrs.
and will change the look of dress ■
Marion Manner and Mrs. Kathryn are on a vacation which will in es more than any other one fea
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
clude a trip to Washington, Geor
Jameson.
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
ture.
gia and Florida.
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Volunteer's for next week's school
I
Waistlines and Hiplincs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
TheriauM
hot lunch progTam are. Mrs. Leland
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
Look
for
emphasis
on
the
tiny,
Boggs, March 3; Mrs Fred Star and son have moved to Connecticut
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
hand span waistline that gives the '
rett, March 4; Mrs. Ray Emerson, where he has employment.
counts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a Une.
The Good Luck Rebekah Lodge effect. Waistline styles featured
March 5; Mrs. Joseph Billings,
Lenten Menus
will be the high rise waistline, the
March 6 and Mrs. Leo Laukka, will hold a regular meeting Tues
The Lenten season is with us.
empire effect, the nipped waistline,
FOR SALE
day
night
with
rehearsal
following
FOR SALE
March 7.
These loaf recipes can be an alter
and the normal.
KITCHEN
Oil
Range
for
There was no school session the meeting.
COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHIC
Hiplines will be moulded, or ac nate for that favorite main dishMr. and Mrs. Rufus Teele, Bre
S3
le:
Modem
Living
—
Extension
Thursday
due
to
drifted
roads,
afEQl TP.MEXT
meat loaf or other meatless meals
CAMERAS. Tripods, Floodlights, Table, 42x20 closed Enamel Ice ter the night's storm of Wednesday. men, have been at the home of Mr. cented by hip yokes and high rising
Savory Fish Loaf
Box;
Dresser-Mirror;
Set,
2
chairs,
The
HeI
Anolher
Clrcle
f
waistline
gores
in
skirts.
and
Mrs
Harlow
Genthner.
Enl?-rger, Printers, Trays. Develop
Total effect is to give an impres ) Ingredients for six servings: 2
ing Tank, Timer for sale; large table. Reasonable. EVELYN SUL- ' Kings Daughters will hold their
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Walter, Jr ,
stock of paper and over 300 photo ZER, Hosmer's Pond, Camden.
27* it monthly meeting Monday evening called on Mr. and Mrs. Clifford sion of a small shapely waistline ■cups flaked cooked fish or 14 ounce
mounts. Everything complete for
can; 144 cups soft bread crumbs;
and smoothly molded hipline.
Shuman in Bremen.
with Mrs. Harold Drewett.
hobby or business. PHONE 40G
BALED Hay for sale, at the tarn
'i cup cooked or canned tomatoes;
John
H.
Foster
will
be
the
Necklines
An all day meeting of the Baptist
after 4 o’cock.
27*29 or delivered. PETER EDWARDS.
speaker next Tuesday evening at
Necklines like sleeves are varied 1 egg. beaten; 2 tablespoons melted
Ladies
’
Mission
Circle
will
be
held
Limerock
St.
Tel.
806-J
27-29
EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale.
Wednesday next week, at the the Rotary Club in Damariscotta. in styling and give a wide enough (fat; 1 tablespoon minced onion;
ALBERT DUHON, Union, Me. Tel.
His subject will be 'Siam, Malaya, choice so each of us should be able
teaspoon savory seasoning; salt
Montgomery rooms.
14-6.
27*32
REAL ESTATE
Java and Borneo."
and pepper to taste.
to
find
a
becoming
style.
Among
The
Warren
Woman's
Club
is
in
COMBINATION Oil and Gas
Mrs. Roland Genthner has had the newer styles are the jutting
To make: Combine all ingredients
FOR SALE
receipt of an invitation to meet
Caloric Range for sale Excellent 1
For immediate sale, 6 rooms and Tuesday afternoon with the Friends for a house guest her aunt, Miss lapels, and the wide V as well as and pack into greased loaf pan.
27*29
condition. TEL. 1377.
----- flush, white sink. Needs some
Ida MacDonald of Bucksport.
the deep V neckline filled in with Bake at 350 deg F. (moderate oven)
HEAVY Duty Wagon for sale, 4 work done, but priced at $1600. in Council at Camden, at 2.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leen, Port a modesty piece, so-called, wide oval until firm—about 45 minutes. This
this meeting to be held at the Episwheels, rubber tires. CLAYTON Crood location.
land, have been visiting at the scoop necklines and for dresses loaf may be served with hot tomaUTTLEHALE. Warren.
26-28
For Rent in central location, a copal Church,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth and some suits the cardigan neck toe sauce or with white sauce to
one-half
House
with
5
rooms
and
Georges
River
Lodge,
K.
of
P.,
1960 GENERAL Electric Refrig
Weston, Jefferson street.
which chapped hard-cooked eggs
line.
erator for sale (Deluxe Model. 8 ft.' bath central heat (oil), $45 per will confer the rank of esquire on
Mrs. George Pitcher, Damaris- '
ind a little lemon juice have been
two candidates at the regular
Price $225. CHESTER W. SMITH,
Suits and Coats
See
cotta, has been at the home of
■added.
25 Mechanic St.
26*28
meeting, Tuesday evening.
A
word
about
the
two
most
ex

F. H WOOD,
Suggested menu: Savory fish
Rockland
Mrs. Btnma Norwood and Mrs. her daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip pensive items in the wardrobe. Let’s
"ourt House,
oaf, pickle relish, scalloped po26-28 H. D. Sawyer were supper guests Creamer.
start
with
suits.
Is
this
your
year
Electrolux Cleaners
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Feagans, of'
,toes, lettuce salad, baked cus
TWO-API House ai 49 Park St Wednesday night at the home of
Northfield, Ill., have been guests to have a suit? Whether you make tard.
FREE—Check-up Service AND
or gale occupied at present Price Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby, South
or
buy
your
suit,
look
for
these
Home Demonstration
Warren. House guest at the Libby of Perry Greene.
h
'n,u.rt Wil DOBORO GA
Peanut-Cheese Loaf
Miss Ellen Burns. Nobleboro, has features:A full or slim skirt which
id Park Al Tel 175
95tt home is Mrs. Ida Castner of Wal
Ingredients for four servings: 2 3
Call Rockland: 395 M
ever you prefer, a shorter suit
[
been
visiting
her
grandparents,
I
doboro.
I cup cooked oatmeal, wheat cereal
27-tf
Mr. and Mrs Millard Winchen- jacket, especially if you decide on
GGS & CHICKS
Church News
the suit with a full skirt. New or rice; L cup chopped green pep
1
baugh.
MILKERS for sale Used odd
"The Power of the Gospel in the
Jacket will be 23” in length, in con per; 3 tablespoons minced onion; 1
1500 PULIET^ wanted, eight
unit'; $26. Blue rib’.on, complete,
Human Soul,” will be the sermon
spoon salt: 2 teaspoons lemon
weeks
or
older
THOMAS
WIL

trast to the 26” lengths we have
$45: 1. 2, 3 and 4-unit Del aval
4-H Doings
Sterling and Magnetic. McDeer- LIAMS, No. Waldcboro. Tel. Wal topic Sunday at the Congregationbeen wearing for the past several uice; 1 cup chopped salted pea
26*28 al Church, by Ret. J. Homer NelIng like new. Large-sire pum-s doboro 56-21.
years. However, if longer jackets nuts; 2 3 cup fine crumbs; (4 pound
(Continued from Page Two)
Clean easy portable $125
W. S.
650 HALL Bros. Black Pullets for “Hare best for you, choose them, as cheese grated (about 1 cup); 1 egg;
PILLSBURY & SON. Watervile. ,ale, 14 weeks old. Immune to
Rev. Bruce P. Cummings will ing girls supper, on March 10 at the they are still available.
1/3 cup milk.
Maine.
24-S-27 bronchitis ar.d cocci. RICHARD continue at the Baptist Church home of Mrs. Lorraine Seekins.
To make: Combine all ingredi
Suit jackets will feature two
FEW Tons Farlv Cut Ba'ed Hay YOUNG, West Meadow Rd.
,
Sunday morning, the series of preSenior Dress Revue
ents. Put mixture in greased loaf
styles:
One
style
with
the
fitted
for sale, none rained on at barn ____________________________m Easter sermons on “The Cross,”
Bernice Hunt from Thomaston j
waistline and curved or moulded pan and bake at 350 deg. F (mod
or delivered. West Meadow Road.
CLEMENTS
New
Hampshires
this
one
entitled,
“
The
Cross
As
Tip-Top
Girls 4-H Club is the first
TEL 553-M.
26*28
hipline effect, the other the straight erate oven) about 1 hour. Serve
and White Rocks are excellent for seen Through the Eyes of Its 4-H Senior girl enrolled in clothing
hot with mushroom or tomato
ATLANTIC End Heater for sale hatching egg and broiler predu- Priends... He will start an evening
boxy jacket.
to enter the Knox-Lincoln County i
White with ABC burners., constant cers. Bred for extra stamina,
Very newest of suit jackets are sauce.
level valve and 275 gallon tank, all abundant vigor, good meat qual- series on “Stops on the Road to 4-H Dress Revue.
Suggested Menu: Peanut-cheese
the brief closely fitted “spencers,"
in good condition
Price $136. ity, Miine-U.S. Approved, Pullor- Calvary, this one entitled Christ
Bernice plans to make a street
loaf with sauce; succotash, stuffed
■worn always with full skirts.
CHESTER W. SMITH. 25 Mechanic um- Clean. Also available—Reds, and Annas, the High Priest.”
length dress, with one or two piece,
Choose your suit in a wool, a celery; for dessert, orange bavarian
St.
26*26 jted-Rock
(Sex-Link)
Pullets
suitable for school parties or other
Dorcas Circle
bend of wool with orlon, dacron, cream.
ONE Double Bed, spring and Leghom-Red
Crosses,
Barred
Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh social events.
Sincerely,
mattress for sale, $30.
MRS. Crosses. Write CLEMENTS BROS.
i The Senior Dress Revue is dynel or nylon, or in rayon or ace
Winifred Ramsdell.
GUENTNER. 67 Talbot Ave. 26*28 FARMS, Route 33, Winterport, ters will meet next Tuesday after
tate.
noon at 2 p. m., at the home of planned for May 17 (tentatively),
Home Demonstration Agent.
A FEW tons of Hav for sale. L. jde. (4).
If
you
feel
that
suits
are
not
for
Mrs. Alice MacDougall, the meet when all Senior girls enrolled in
I. MORTON. Friendship.
26*28
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale, 5c
clothing will compete for County you. then choose a dress with a
CHEVROLET (HM1> for sate", each, every week. Pullet Chicks ing put over from Monday afterjacket or a dress and redingote.
Farm Notes
and State honors.
three new tires, original paint; also sold out
for
March.
Few
Coats
(Continued
from Page Two)
1942 Chevrolet, radio and heater. open dates In April. Inoculated LOST AND FOUND
Others Entered
Coats make news this Spring, the Maine Department of Agri
Good transportation. Will trade; for Newcastle if desired BYRON
I Rae Clark of Cheerful Home
terms if desired. Call at 161 MILLS. Waldoboro. Me. Tel. 51-3.
FEMALE Beagle Hound lost makers of Thomaston also en mostly because of their brevity. The culture.
LIMEROCK ST
26 28
18tf Black, white and tan. Collar, but tered the Dress Revue as well as: newest coat is the so-called short
Schultz to Speak on Potatoes
no name. JOHN PETERSON. Bog
BUICK Super Club Coupe. 1940. for
"short coat.” Brifest of the short
SEX-LINK Pullets. Cockerels or
One of America's outstanding
26*28 Laura Wotton of Seashore Toilers coats are those that stop at the
sale. Call JAMES. 1315-W. 26*28 straight-run Chicks for sale, from Road, City.
; in New Harbor; Althea Fitch of
potato disease specialists will speak
MALE, full-growr., white Cat lost,
FUR Coat for sale, size 12-13 rood some of the best combined meat
waistline and are more jacket than
at the potato growers’ dinner which
condition. Sell at bargan. $15. TEL and egg Pullorum-clean, Maine- some light tan spots. Reward; 1 I Eastern River 4-H Club in Dresden coat.
25*27 Mills, and Priscilla Allen of Powis to be held Wednesday evening,
953-R.
26'28 US. Approved breeding stock DUNN ST., Thomaston.
These short coats may be closely April 2, during Farm and Home
nalboro 4-H Club in West Dresden.
WATER Pumps for sale Used available in the East. Can be In
fitted or loose, frequently have large Week at the University of Maine.
Burke Jet, $35. Fairbanks-Morse oculated for Newcastle disease if MISCELLANEOUS
Junior Style Show
collars and may have long, threepiston. $45: >- h. p. Sears Jet with desired. Lowest prices. DUTCH
Juniors enrolled in 4-H Club quarter length or push-up sleeves. He is Dr. E. S. Schultz, senior
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
tank.
Fairbanks-Morse
Deep NECK HATCERY, Melville Davis.
pathologist. United States Depart
8tf
Send five questions, $1.00 stamped work in the counties will hold a
Well; 84 h. p. Odd Pumps, $15 Tel 122-23. Waldoboro, Me.
The familiar shortie coat this ment of Agriculture, Beltsville, Md.
style
show
early
in
May,
when
each; Fairbanks-Morse Jet, $40;
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
year is shorter than ever, often Dr. Schultz has a world-wide re
Myers $30. All models new Fair
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett, aprons, skirts and blouses as well
TO LET
banks-Morse Pumps in stock. W.
Mass. Full page reading enclosed. j as dresses will be modeled by these reaching not more than an inch putation for the excellence of liis
below the suit jacket.
153-B-tf young dressmakers.
S- PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville.
FOUR Rooms to let; 2 down, 2 n'nmnt renlv
research on potato diseases, much
Me.______________________ 24-S-27 up, flush, central location. Apply
The full or three-quarter length, of which was done at Aroostook
I
Approximately
200
girls
are
tak

GONIA. 467 Main St. Tel. 710
Want Your Name On My Mailing ing clothing work in the counties all purpose coat continues to be a Experimental Farm in Presque Isle.
BURROWES ALL ALUMINUM
26tf
popular favorite. Look this year His subject will be potato diseases
List. Drop Me a Card.
SELF-STORING COMBINATION
and much interest is shown in the
STORM WINDOW and SCREEN
FIVE-Room House, nicely fur
for a style with deep armholes and and Maine farmers. Albert K.
HARVEY L. GURNEY
new programs beings started this
No Ladders. No Tools. Good for nished, 38 Admontem Ave., to let.
fullness swinging to the sides.
Gardner, former Maine Com
year.
Life. Reasonably Priced. Cash or Oil heat, garage. $40 a month. TEL.
Trained Auctioneer
If you prefer the fitted coat, missioner of Agriculture, will pre
Terms to Suit.
796-W immediately.
26-27 RFD 1, UNION, ME.
TEL. 3-2
4-H Expert Here
there will be many this year in side at the potato dinner.
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
_____________
_______ 27&33&36
Miss Margaret Stevens, District princess style usually with very
LARGE Room to let; gentleman
113 Camden St.
Phone 1503
PMA State Meeting
__________________________ 20-tf preferred; 33 Rankin St. TEL.
4-H Agent, Agricultural Extension full skirts.
Production and Marketing com
1209-R.
26*28
: Service, Orono, is in Knox-Lincoln
FAMILY Cow for sale aiso 2
WANTED
Color
mitteemen from all sections of the
THREE-Room Unfurnished Apt.
tons Baled Hay. $180; 42 So Main
County this week working with
Put blue at the top of the color state gathered at Pittsfield Thurs
St. PHONE 254-W.
25*27 to let; lights and hot water furn
GOOD Home wanted for cute kit I Club Agent Loana S. Shibles, on
Wired
for
electric
tens. TEL. 1529-M, after 5 p. m. . requirements for county events, list for Spring, blue in all shades day and Friday for the organi
NEW and Renewal Magazine ished.
27*lt
from pale icy blue to a bright navy zation’s annual conference.
Subscriptions, for sale. Call Cam stove Adults only. MRS. GUENT
and subject matter for 4-H Club
26*28
Clarence J. McCormick under
den 3066, or write NORMAN NER. 67 Talbot Ave.
WOODWORKERS, Boatbuilders
with a hint of purple. In-between
THREE-Room Furn. Apt., private Carpenters wanted, with boat yard meetings.
DICKEY, 40 Knowlton St., Cam
are the royal blues, the stone and secretary of the Department of
j
Meeting
attended
included
Campbath continuous hot water. CALL experience, with tools.
Steady
den-____________________ 24-36
Agriculture, was Thursday’s main
26*28 work, defense plant.
LUDERS’ ! anwagan Girls in West Southport, slate blues and the aqua range of speaker. Maine Commissioner of
ONE-Story Building for sale, 708 or 273-M.
colors.
NEW modem Apts, to let; priv. MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO.. J Wednesday, when the new clothing
22-29 feet, suitable fcr business or
Look for pastels with pink, blue Agriculture Fred J. Nutter spoke
27-29 ■ program was discussed. Also the
home.
Must be moved.
TEL bath, cab. sinks, refgr., stoves, 3 Stamford. Conn.
at the annual banquet Thursday
1174-J.
wtf and 2 rooms, unfurn., low rents,
JOB wanted, any kind of work, i Campanwagan Boys were instruct- and yellow among leaders. Especially
adults, fine loc., in Rockland. TEL. can drive truck. TEL. Waldoboro ' ed in the new lighting unit.
popular for early Spring through evening.
Committeemen from Knox County
Camden 2853.
25*30 13-4.
26*28
Jolly Jingle Bells of Woolwich Summer will be pastel toppers and
are:
TWO-Room
Furnished,
Heated
FOUR
Old
Pine
Kitchen
Chairs,
short
coats,
worn
early
over
dark
exhibited their skirts (all com
BODY and
Herbert A. Hawes. Union; Ro
Apts, to let; 1 four-room unfur plank seats wanted. TEL. Thom
suits and dresses and later over
aston
203.
25*27 pleted) when Miss Stevens took up
nished
Apt.
TEL
402.
191
land J. Gushee, Union; Albert V.
Summer
dresses.
FENDER WORK
the new clothing program with
GOOD Home wanted for trained
CENTRALI Y located 2-room
Pinks will be either in the blue Orff, Warren.
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
Fum. Apt. to let Apply In Per etraight-haired Twin Kittens; aLso I them Wednesday evening at the
Lincoln County: Bernard A.
pinks
or the orange pink or coral
[
home
of
the
leader,
Mrs.
Jean
Car

ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
son. 11 JAMES ST
24tf choice Angora Kittens. PHONE 699
Newbert, Waldoboro; Clifton N.
tones.
Reds
will
show
more
of
the
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
FOUR-Room Unfurnished Apt. ___________________________ 25*27 ter.
coral tones and less of the fire red ; Walker, Wiscasset; Donald N.
REPAIRS
SINGER Sewing .Mfg Co Sales
to let: private bath: heated, hot
I Hewett, Coopers Mills.
tones this season.
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
Service
and
Repair
Write
or
Call
■nd coid water included: also twoIndians Led the Way
258
Water
St.
Augusta
TEL
3770
I
Beige and toast shades will be
fur hed Apt II |hts, heatTradition says Abenaki Indians
Rowling's Garage
hot and mid water includ ____________________________ I4tf I
popular as will silvery, platinum
'd. bath. Inquire MR3 MAYO, 14
ALTERA HONS and Repair Work j
grays. Both of these neutrals are raised blueberries on the "barrens”
778 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 202-W
i Elm St.
24tf Jone at the Mend-It Shop. 102 ! 300D CLEAN USED CARS’
in in western Washington County,
ROCKLAND. ME
smart with fresh, white touches.
HEAiEn aiiu uUieateu lurrushea Union St., Grove St entrance Tel
I-tf
before the coming of the white
Yellows
will
go
from
pale,
soft
22*27 !
apts to let V F STUDLEY 77 1680. EVA AMES.
man. Their method of cultivation
tones to dull gold.
:
Park
S
’
Tels
8060
or
1234
Itf
I was by burning the aging bushes
DONT discard your old or j
MEN'S. Women’s and children’s
All
in
all,
fashions
and
fabrics
’
52
SANDING Machine and polisher antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
Snoes sold at factorv price at JOE'S
are exciting, new, wearable and just as white men do today.
SHOE STORE. 63 Cedar St. Open to let. Also a Wall Paper 8teamer NEWMAN for restoring and re
generally reasonably priced whether
Tel
illy, Inc. Sunday until 9 p. m, Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT finishing: 48 Masonic St.
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
If you run out of hot dish mats
CO.. 440 Main St
Itf 1106-M
except Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
Itf!
you sew your own or buy ready to use several layers of newsprint,
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
98tf
wear.
bind the edges and there you have
ALENA L STARRETT

WE WILL BUY j

MILLER'S
GARAGE
BOCKLAND

ROOFING AND SIDING

deds of siding, repair work, metal
windows, and doors. Free esti
mates, monthly payments. CALL
1213-M or write P. O. Box 424.
Rockland.
lOltf

WANTED

Tai. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’s
S3-1X
1-tf

sale at The

Courier-Gazette

(unprlnted)

Experienced lathe, milling machine

FOR SALE

DEXTER, MAINE
Out representative, Mr. Harrington, will be at
Saturday night,

March 1 from 7 to 9, to interview applicants.
26-27

i*60

What could you do in

Subject To Our Confirmation

THE FAYSCOTT CORPORATION

the Thorndike Hotel, Rockland,

them, at very slight cost. Newsprint

Each year we see new styles, some on

and metal planer operators
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation
Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES tSuccessors to John Mee
han 4k Son), Clark Island, Me.

Finally

3-S-tf

TTTE-ON, fire-resistant roofs, 20

A NATIONAL
EMERGENCY?

370 SHS. CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO. STOCK
Price—$18.50 per share; Dividend—$1.20
per year; Yield—about 6.50';

ENROLL NOW Ai A STUDENT

Purchases made before March 8 will receive March 31 dividend.
|

CLIFFORD J. MURPHY CO.

your country'! futuro

443 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND 3, MAINE
PHONE 3-9239 COLLECT
27-28

NURM

your bod dofomo for your own,

| Aik *» Director of Nunos ot
' your iocot hospital about col-

| legiate or hotpital Sdioob of
1 Nursing where you con apply.

KNIGHTS OF THE SQUARE TABLE
By Rollin H. Tanner
When King Arthur arrived at the
hall of the Knights of the Square
WEST WASHINGTON
Table, he found the knights dis
Mrs. Myra Cooley, Mr. and Mrs.
puting about Modred's psychic bid Talbot Cooley and two children,
of the previous session. The dis visited in East Gardner Mass., over
cussion was beginning to grow bit the week-end and called on Cleber
ter when King Arthur again Cooley and Marshall Noyes’ famiyl.
Harold Hutchins left Monday for
brought out the big sword ExcaliBoston to enter the U. S Navy. A
bur on which the knights had
farewell party was held Saturday
sworn mutual iove and helpfulness, night at the home of Mrs Alma
and said, "Knights of the Square
i Babb.
Table, Sir Modred's play at our
Mrs. Delia Moore and children
last session was entirely within the
were Sunday callers with her par
rules. He did some tricky and
ents, Mr and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett.
clever bidding, but he did no
Estern Wellman, who had em
wrong. I ask you to remember
ployment in Cushing Hospital in
your vows sworn upon Excalibur.
Framingham. Mass has been trans
At this rebuke their angry quarrel
ferred to Togus Veterans’ Hospital.
entirely subsided and peace was
Mrs. Grace Bartlett her daughter,
restored to the Table Square.
One of their interesting hands, Mrs Merner Boynton were in Bel
as they proceeded with the play, fast recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Newell and
is given herewith. The bidding
and the opening lead at both daughter and Miss Elsie Wellman
tables were as given below the of Augusta were guests Sunday of
hand. At the first table, when their parents, Mr and Mrs. Edson
the club seven was opened and Wellman.
Mrs. Harland Hutchins and friend
followed by the three, Sir Galahad,
noticing the king in dummy, was of Foxboro, Mass were here for a
pleased that he had been presented week visiting Mrs. Hutchins' mother
with an automatic finesse He was Mrs. Alma Babb
Mr. and Mrs Clyde Billings aAd
able to take four tricks, the club
queen and ace and trie diamond Mrs Edson Wellman were in Mas
ace and jack, against the no- sachusetts. Mr. and Mrs. Billings
trumper, but Sir Pelleas made the were in Boston to attend the Ice
contract.
Pollies and Mrs. Wellman visited
At King Arthur's table, with the her sister, Mrs. Leslie White, ln
same two opening cards, Merlin North Grafton.
played the two of clubs and allowed
Experience is a book of facts—
the seven to take the trick; then
with the help of the automatic that is written and recorded in the
finesse he made the queen and ace life of every individual.
of clubs. Then he crossed to dum
my with the diamond ace and took
Probate Notices
the club jack, setting the contract.
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either
When Sir Gwain said, “Were you
not lucky that the seven took the of th» estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
flrst trick?” Merlin replied, "It was
land, in and for the County of
not luck. I knew by the eleven Knox, on the nineteenth day of
rule that the seven would hold the February, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
flrst trick."
When some of the knights asked fifty-two. and by adjournment from
for a fuller explanation. Merlin day to day from the nineteenth day
of 'aid February, The following
said, "When a player leads the matters having been presented for
fourth best card of a suit, if you the action thereupon hereinafter
subtract the number of pips on indicated, it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
the card led from eleven, it will
give you the number of cards all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published
higher than the card led, that are three weeks successively in The
held against the leader in that Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
suit. When King Arthur led the lished at Rockland, in said County,
club seven, I said to myself, "seven that they may appear at a Probate
from eleven leaves four. There are Court to be held at said Rockland
on the eighteenth day of March,
four cards higher than the seven,
A D. 1952 at ten o’clock in the fore
not in his hand. In my hand and noon. and be heard thereon if they
in dummy. I can see all four. There see cause.
fore Sir Modred has no club higher
MARION W SHOLES, late of
than the seven. So when Gawain Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and
played the three, I let the seven Petition for Probate thereof asking
hold the trick. This was the only that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamenway we could set the contract.”
1 tary issue to Emma W. Ritchie of
Sir Modred and the other knights Boston. Massachusetts, she being
congratulated Merlin on his far the executrix named therein, withsighted play. How Sir Modred out j out bond.
ESTATE AARO WEHVILAINEN,
witted Merlin with another cleve?
commorant of Rockland, deceased.
play will be explained next week
! Will and Petition for Probate
The Hand
j thereof, asking that the same may
Neither Side Vulnerable
' be proved and allowed, and that
West Dealer
j Le’ters of Administration with the
North
will annexed, be issued to Alan L.
Bird of Rockland, or some other
S—9 7 6
suitable person, without bond.
H—J 8 6
ESTATE LEVI J KINNEY, late
D— A J 7
of St. George, deceased Petition
C—-J 9 8 7
for Administration asking that
East
West
Jennie N. Grierson of South Thom
S— Q 8 5 aston, or some other suitable per8—A J 10 3
H—K Q 5 1 son, be appointed administratrix,
H—A 9 4 3
D—10 9 8 6 with bond.
D—K Q
ESTATE CHARLES E. SMITH,
C—K 10 3
C—6 5 4
j late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Pe
South
tition for Administration asking
S—K 4 2
that Katherine L. Smith of Vinal
H—10 7 2
haven, or some other suitable per
D—5 4 3 2
son, be appointed administratrix,
with bond.
C—A Q 2
ESTATE EUDORA R. MILLER,
Bidding:
South late of Friendship, deceased. Peti
West
North
East
Pass tion for Administration asking
1 Notrump Pass 2 Notrump
that Harvey A. Simmons of Friend
3 Spades Pass 3 Notrump All Pass ship, or some other suitable person,
Opening lead: Club seven.
be appointed administrator, with
out bond.
About the only thing that the
ESTATE STEPHEN SMITH, late
negotiators in Korea seem to be of Rockland, deceased. Second Ac
able to agree on is to meet the next count presented for allowance by
Ruby L. Smith of Rcckland, admin
day.
istratrix.
ESTATE ERNEST E. HASTINGS,
Notices Ot Appointment late
of Hope, deceased. First and
I, WILLIS R. VINAL, Register of Final Account presented for allow
Probate for the County of Knox, in ance by Henry B. Hastings, execu
the State of Maine, hereby certify tor.
that in the following estates the
ETTA R. TEsL. late of Rock
persons were appointed Adminis land, deceased. Will and Petition
trators, Executors, Guardians and for Probate thereof asking that the
Conservators and on the dates here same may be proved and allowed
inafter named.
and that Letters Testamentary
ALBERT L. LAWRY, late of issue to Alfred H. Teel of Rock
Friendship, deceased. January 17, land, he being the executor named
1962 Stella M. Lawry of Friendship therein, without bond.
was appointed administratrix and
HEZEKIAH B. FALES, late of
qualified by filing bond on Febru Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe
ary 9, 105(2
tition for Probate thereof asking
LEROY F. CHASE, late of Rock that the same may be proved and
land, deceased. February 19, 1952 allowed and that Letters Testamen
Thomas L. Chase of Wellesley, tary issue to Marcia Greene of
Massachusetts was appointed ad Rockland, she being the executrix
ministrator, without bond. Charles named therein, without bond.
T. Smalley of Rockland was ap
ANNIE L. WEBBER, late of
pointed Agent in Maine.
Rockland, deceased, will and Pe
ANNIE W. GREENHALGH. late tition for Probate thereof asking
of Rockand, deceased. November that the same may be proved and
20. 1951 Faith G. Berry of Rockland allowed and that Letters Testa
was appointed executrix and quali mentary issue to Lucius A. Perry of
fied by filing bond on February 19, Rockland, he being the executor
1952.
named therein, without bond.
OUVE E. KEIZER, late of Thom
ESTATE FRANCES C BOURNE,
aston, deceased. December 27, 1951 late of Thomaston, deceased. Pe
Rena G. Kalloch of Thomaston was tition for Administration asking
appointed executrix and qualified that Ralph O. Bourne of Thomas
by filing bond on February 19, 1952. ton, or .some other suitable person,
JOHN TRAYNOR, late of South be appointed administrator, with
Thomaston, deceased. February 19 out bond.
1952 Mamie Traynor of South
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR,
Thomaston was appointed execu Esquire, Judge of Probate Court for
trix, without bond.
Knox County. Rockland, Maine
Attest:
Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
27-6-33

WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
27-6-38
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erine Bickford, Henrietta Anderson, ing pictures of the Springfield,
Turner Was There
and Max Ames. 1 Also present were Mass , Exposition.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Vera Conary and Mrs Louise
Fred H. Hall
MRS. ALLIE LANE
| Anderson.
Fred H. Hall, whose death oc Enjoyed Unique Menu At
Correspondent
curred February 20 at Waldoboro
Church Night Service
Maine Society Of New
Telephone 85
York Dinner
The Church Night service held was SM years of age. He was born
at Lincolnville, the son of Jeremiah
’
Wednesday
night
at
Union
Church
Mrs. 8. L.t Winslow, who was a
F M Turner, who divides his
and Dolly Whitney Hall. He came
surgical patient at Knox Hospital I vestry was in charge of the church to Vinaihaven when a child with time between Swans Island and
last week, recently returned to her choir. Mrs Cora Peterson acted his parents and lived nearly all his office at 330 West 42nd street,
as leader with Mrs. Louise Ander his life here where he was an es New York, attended the 4&th an
home here.
son
as pianist. The meeting was
Toivo Suomela of Rockland was
teemed and respected citizen. He niversary dinner of the Maine So
guest Wednesday and Thursday at opened with singing of hymns by married Miss Lavinia Mills, daugh ciety of New York
I the congregation, followed by ter of Samuel and Rhoda Mills,
The menu was unique, it follows:
The Millers.
prayer by Rev. W. S. Stackhouse;
Bisque of Maine Lobster
Cpl. David Clark. U. S. Army of selection by the choir; Scripture and at one time lived at the Mills
(Lobster Soup)
Melrose, Mass., who was the guest reading, Mrs. Peterson; hymn, homestead at Wharf's Quarry. Mrs.
Frenchman's Bay Croutons
Wednesday and Thursday of his congregation; vocal duet, "Twi- Hall died many years ago. He is
(Bread for Crackers)
aunt, Mrs Emma Winslow, left 1 light" (Nevins), by Mrs. Ralph survived by his daughter, Mrs
Breast of Chicken Chasseur
Ftiday for Fort Devens, Mass, Earle and Dr. Cameron Rae; hymn, Thirza Sanborn of Waldoboro, with
whom he made his home for sev
(Chicken with toadstools)
where he ls stationed
; congregation; Benediction, Rev. W eral years. Other survivors are a
Tiny Stringbeans Saute
Mrs. Olga Carleton was hostess S. Stackhouse. After the service
(fried green beans)
Tuesday night to the "Nit Wit ' I an entertainment was given,’ con foster son, J. W. Emery of Rock
Champs Elysees Potatoes
Club at her home on East Boston sisting of several selections played land, two grandsons, a grand
(Off'n the back sixty)
Road for lunch and a pleasant so ; on the piano accordion by Joseph daughter and two great grand
children.
Maine Salad
cial evening passed with sewing.
Dyer, the comedy "Meeting Called
Presque Isle Dressing
Sterling Stackhouse who has To Order," with the following cast
Baked Souffle Alaska
been the guest of Rev. and Mrs. W. Mrs. Hazel Roberts as Clara Hill,
BURKETTVILLE
(fancy ice cream)
6. Stackhouse, returned Wednes moderator; Mrs. Louise Anderson,
Edgar Ripley who has been
Strawberry Sauce
day to his home at Bangor
1 Lizzie Casey, Mrs. Margaret Adams, boarding at the home of Mrs. Lau
(like it says)
The 21 fluorescent lights which Carrie Werner. Miss Patricia Skoog. rence Maddocks has gone to Mass
Petite Fours
have recently been installed in the Aggie Simpson. «Matilda Strong, achusetts to visit his son Frank.
(Little mites of cookies)
vestry and other rooms on the i Gertrude Sellers, Hattie Wetzel,
Mrs. Daniel Collins has gone to
Demi Tasse
lower floor at Union Church are the , Mrs. Gladys Coombs. The parts Nevada to visit her son and her
(not much coffee)
generous gift of the Elizabeth were all exceptionally well por new grandson.
Some familiar names crop up in
Hutchison Bible Class, and much trayed and caused much merri
Pfc. Almond Hart who is sta the list of officers and committees:
* appreciated.
ment. The play was followed by tioned in Japan, writes that it is
Herbert M. Lord, secretary-trea
Observes Birthday
a duet in costume “If You Love very cold there, 10 and 12 below
surer: Roscoe H Hupper, chair
To celebrate her third birthday Me As I Love You" by Mr, and zero.
man of the Legal committee; and
Catherine, daughter of Mr and ' Mrs. Harry Coombs. Two selec
Many of the cross roads in this Frances J. McAlary, chairman oi
Mrs. Lavon Ames was given a party tions by the choir from "The Sun- part of the town have just got
the membership committee.
Thursday afternoon by her grand ' bonnet Girls," songs by the ploughed out.
mother, Mrs. Julia Thomas at her ’ assembled company, with piano ac
Robert Esancy, Merle Robbins,
TENANT'S HARBOR
home on Chestnut street. The af companiment by Joseph Dyer. Edith Maddocks, Florence Mad
ternoon was merrily passed with a After the program, refreshments docks and Ruby Hannan attended
Starting Wednesday March 5,
variety of toys and Cathy received were served by the committee and the funeral of Charles Esancy held and until further notice, the hours
a large number of nice gifts. Two , a social hour of fellowship enjoyed at the Flanders parlors in Waldo I of opening of the Mary Elinor
large and beautifully decorated
The Church Night meeting to be boro, Friday afternoon. Mr. Esancy 1 Jackson Memorial Library will be
birthday cakes, made by Mrs. 1 held next Wednesday night at died at the home of Mrs. Edith , from 1 to 3 p. m. Wednesdays and
16.30 to 8.30 Monday and Friday
Thomas, and Cathy’s aunt, Mrs. Union Church vestry will be under Maddocks.
Isabelle Osgood, were served with the direction of the Board of
Charles Miller and wife were j evening; 2.30 to 4.30 on Saturdays
27*28
ice cream from a daintily decorated Deacons, Harvard Burgess, David business visitors in Rockland as usual.
table.
The young guests were Duncan, Eugene Burgess. Harry Tuesday.
Elaine Osgood, Hazel and Linda Coombs, Mrs. Gracie Lawry, Mrs.
Schools in this part of town due to the roads and traveling.
Conary, Lee Osgood, Rachel Bur i Carrie Bennett. One of the fea opened Monday morning after a Mrs. Jennie Wentworth is the
gess, Lorraine Ames. Mary Cath tures of the program will be mov two weeks vacation. One week was teacher.

NORTH HAVEN
MRS BARBARA ADAMS

Correspondent
Telephone 75-13

Mrs. Elmer Hopkins and Mrs.
Tryphosia Calderwood are both
surgical patients at the Deaconess
Hospital in Boston. Mrs Hopkins
was operated on for a throat con
dition Wednesday and is reported
to be doing very well.
' North Haven High's Girls and
Bovs Basketball teams went to
Rockland Friday to play games
with Islesooro and Rockland.
Miss Elaine Gillis and Miss Ellie
Stone have returned to their re
spective schools after a weeks va
cation with their families.
David Pendleton was guest of his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Dickey during school recess.
Mrs Leah Gambel and son
Wayne are in Patten for several
weeks, Mrs. Gambel having been
called there because of serious Ill
ness of her father.
Richard Crockett has returned
home after being on the main
land for a week. Mrs. Elizabeth
Bunker assisted at the Po6t Office
during his absence.
Agnes Beverage and Mary Lou
Baird spent their school vacation
in Newton with their last year's
Exchange Chums.
Mrs. Thom Dyer is a patient at
Knox Hospital. She is reported to
be jetting along very nicely.
There will be a public baked
bean supper at the Legion Hall to
night.
Town meeting Monday, Folks!
Don’t forget the usual Grange din
ner If you don't like beans, have
salads, meat loaf, etc.
There was no school Thursday
due to the bad storm Wednesday
night.
Last week the American Legion
celt: ora ted thier fifth anniversary
by having as guests their Auxiliary

TRUTH IS THE FREE WORLD’S most deadly weapon against

Here’s how You can

Communism. 25 mil1 ion Americans are asked to join the Crusade
for Freedom and Lo contribute two new radio transmitters.

Help Truth fight Communism
Today—and every day—hard-hitting, aggressive Radio Free
Europe is sowing fear and confusion among Soviet collaborators
. . . identifying secret informers and quislings by name . . . and
bringing new hope to captive peoples behind the Iron Curtain.

Truth is the most deadly weapon against Communism. The
impact of Radio Free Europe is already tremendous behind the
Iron Curtain. Its new Munich transmitter, most powerful in the
free world, is beamed exclusively to Czechoslovakia in direct
competition with the Kremlin’s propaganda lies.

"The Observation Post"

As all North Haven citizens
should know, our country is con
stantly preparing and safeguard
ing itself against an invasion by
eur enemy.
Air raid rehearsals such as the
one in Boston, Observation Posts
such as were manned in the last
war and several other things comes
under the heading of the heretofore
mentioned "precautions.”
The chief concern here at pre
sent on this little island of North
Haven is the manning of the Ob
servation Post which is at present
located up Island Just before one
reaches the residence of George
Beverage Plans are being made to
move the Post ln the near future
to a spot nearer the center of
town.
The U. 9. Air Force has already
issued cards to a number of resi
dents in town, said card making its
possessor a member of the Ground
Observer Corps, Aircraft Warning
Service and eligible for duty at aany
time. Even now, several times and
at a special time designated by the
Air Force the Observation Post
here has had to be manned for a
certain length of time, usually two
people being at Lhe Post for a
matter of four hour watches.
The question has been asked as
to why the Country is making so
much importance out of Observa
tion Posts especially at this time of
year when at times such as in the
past two weeks it was almost im
possible to get to the Posts here on
the Island.
As iong as the skies are suitable
for flying, the enemy does not
care bow much snow there is on
the ground. They could sneak right
over this little sleeping Post and
attack the mainlands killing mil
lions of defenseless women and
children. One can certainly see how
important these Observations Posts
on the outlying Islands in the At
lantic are. A man at the Observa
tion Post is required to report ev
ery plane or flying apparatus that
goes within sight of the Island to
the proper authorities on the main
land, thus preparing them at least
a few minutes beforehand of what
is coming.
Edward Beverage and Irven
Stone are in charge of the Post
here and are very much in need of
volunteers to man the Post, two
to a watch. At some time, very pos
sibly in the near future at a min
utes notice the Post may have to
be opened up and kept going 24
hours a day, seven days a week,
week in and week out. Therefore
all the practice and knowledge we
can acquire as to how to run the
Post is very essential to every one
of us before there is an emergency.
So, in an emergency we can all
go up there at our allotted time, be
familiar with our duties and every
thing will run like clockwork.
The reason, althought it may be
lengthy, for giving you all the
above information concerning the
Post and its importance is, the
fact that we must have volunteers.
Enough volunteers would mean
that each would have, at the most,
to spend only four hours at the
Post once a week. Four hours out
of 168 in a week is such a short
time to serve one's country, if one
can help lessen the fatalities of our
boys in the Armed Forces who put
in the whole 168 hours a week
sometimes for a year without rest.
Will anyone who can spare four
hours now and then please contact
Irven Stone or Edward Beverage
and sign up as a volunteer. Please
state what hours you would be
available, especially as it would be
of great assistance to these men.
Another concern of Mr. Beverage
and Mr. Stone is transportation
Both men have work that keeps
them on duty eight or nine hours a
day and all who can furnish their
own means of transportation please
notify them of this also
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Your dollars are needed to help build those new transmitters
to win the cold war and prevent a global hot war!

L
C

HELP TRUTH FIGHT

RADIO FREE ASIA, too, needs your dollars to help start .-irriiar truth
broadcasts in the Far East ... to halt the spread of Communism in Asia.

and hudaanda and wives of both I
orders. Clarence 8tone showed
slides after the joint meeting. A
short Chinese auction provided hil
arious entertainment. Ice cream,
cake and coffee were served. In
behalf of the Auxiliary, President
Elizabeth Gillis presented Com
mander Patrick and the Legion a
gift of money.
Mrs Martin Joyce was a patient
at Knox Hospital returning home
Wednesday.
North Haven seems to be well
represented in the Hospitals and
we are very glad to know that all
are doing so well.

But an even better job must be done. At least two more power
ful transmitters are needed at once to cover Poland, Hungary
and the other nations behind the Iron Curtain.

Enroll now in the Crusade for Freedom and
RADIO FREE EUROPE now operates two Freedom Stations in Western
Germany. The Munich Transmitter—the free world’s most powerful station
— blankets Czechoslovakia daily. The Frankfurt Transmitter reaches six
Iron Curtain countries ... but only Its hours a day each. I oai for 1951: at
leas' two more powerful transmitters.
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COMMUNISM!
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HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
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The Radio Shop

Give to the

"; *!J 1 CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM
l SIAJI BUHbiNC, NEW YOU 1

517 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
3-S-tf

PHILCO

By Ralph W. Tyler

The power of the press as a me of the fishing season, Ilkeiy not
dium for getting desired informa much over a month or six weeks
tion, even in a small outdoor from now, will reveal plainly what
column like this, is quite surpris has to be done to make it satisfac
tory.
ing.
Feb. 7 I made a blind cast for a
Naturally the right of way will
suitable candidate for the annual get the first attention.
award membership in the Knox
I have found over the present
County Fish <te Game Association Winter, an encouraging amount of
for the outstanding acts of good public interest in the project, both
sportsmanship,
conservation or in and outside of the two sports
landowner - sportsme n's
relations man's clubs of Knox County.
contributed to Knox County for
Several individuals and business
the year ending Dec. 31, 1961, by concerns are standing by to do
nate trucks, labor and equipment
one or more individuals.
In making the award the asso to rush the job to completion and
ciation seeks a person not already there is no doubt but the fine
weather of Spring and early Sum
enrolled on its roster.
I mentioned herein that a cer mer will see club members and
tain Summer resident who fished others giving the needs the old
here and there about the county "Heave Ho" for a quick job of
had been seen clearing up brook necessary improvements.
beds and otherwise improving fish
The real “jab-in-the-arm” to get
ing conditions, particularly in things rolling at Alford’s would be
Warren.. This gentleman. I con a hot salmon fishing flurry about
sidered, was a logical candidate 10 days after ice-out.
• • • •
for the award and so stated.
The postponement of the Feb
Last Wednesday I received a fine
letter from the treasurer's offlce of ruary meeting of the Knox Coun
the MacGregor Instrument Co., of ty Fish Si Game Association at
Needham, Mass., in which it was Thomaston was due to the extreme
disclosed that the "mystery man" shortage of parking space caused by
in the lone stream improvement the big storm and of unpredict
project of whom I sought informa able travel conditions over the
tion was Abbott Spear of Newton county area.
Present plans carry the same
Center, Mass., and the lad with
whom he fished was his 7-year-old supper and meeting arrangements
son, Edward. Besides this much over to March 20.
Tao Nash-Kelvinator films of
wanted information I also learned
that Mr. Spear is a son of the late hunting and fishing in Alaska are
Ellis Spear and Margaret Spear expected to provide the after
whose family have been identified meeting entertainment.
•• • •
with Knox County and the town
"Where you going opening day?"
of Warren for generations. His
wife is Marjorie Spear, also of is the question already on the lips
Warren and besides young Edward, of open water fishermen over the
county. Slightly over a month
(hey have another son Jimmie.
That the efforts of Mr. Spear away, many are already doing a
have not gone unnoticed, let me little needed tackle-tinkering, the
explain that early last Fall his fly tiers have made up a fine as
name was given to this column by sortment of fish teasing creations
Carl Oxton of Warren, and that I to lay alongside the old tried and
also saw Mr. Spear and his son true favorites in their fly books,
fishing in a small brook at the foot and anticipation of the "zero
of Packard Hill, slightly north of hour" of opening day runs high.
Small trout ponds will probably
Warren, and there have been
others who witnessed his brook be open along the coastal area.
cleaning efforts, but could not give Brooks and streams will probably
be running well over their banks
full identity or address.
Good sportsmen notice such a and the water will be highly col
gesture and pay high tribute to ored. Many will likely be unflshany person whose concepts of con able into late April and early May.
According to the Pennsylvania
servation are so expressed.
The wheels are in motion to Angler, brown trout should hit
make Abbott Spear and son Edward best on the surface at the first ap
of Newton Center, Mass., honorary- preciable temperature change In
members in the Knox County Fish upper water leves after ice-out.
The Winter temperature of sur
and Game Association, for a period
of two years, and I am very grate face water under ice remains con
ful to the writer in Needham for stant at 32 degrees all Winter,
while bottom temperatures are
the kind information.
• • • •
around 34 degrees.
The melting of ice takes place at
Some sportsmen predict that the
approach to the Alford Lake prop anything above freezing and in the
erty of the Knox County Fish and period shortly following ice-out,
Game Association, will not permit water from top to bottom becomes
the passage of cars, come open 34 degrees.
Biologists explain that during this
water fishing, what with flooded
lowlands, frost coming out and the period fish may be caught at any
general run of poor traveling con level.
After surface water attains a
ditions over unimproved roads at
temperature exceeding 34 degrees
that time of year.
The right of way to the lake fish work slowly into the wanner
shore when in good condition, is upper levels and become more ac
intended to be open to public use, tive, wind and wave action starts
but there is no question that con the turn-over and oxygenized the
siderable work remains to be done upper layers to most pleasant con
before it will be satisfactory for dition for foraging fish also oome
[ up on spawning runs, particularly
constant use.
The writer, Elliot Smith and ' smelt.
Now, and unti surface layers ex
Ernest Watling, was in to the As
sociation property last Fall and it ceed 95 degrees, the fishing for cold
is understood that felled logs, cut water species (salmon and trout)
during the Improvement project of should be at its best.
Brown trout are known to feed
1951, have been hauled out since,
j on the surface all season after turn
over this road.
At that time it appeared in fair over. mostly before daylight or
wheeling condition, except for a after dark, the large browns being
shore distance on the lake shore i most unpredictable and quite as
likely to be caught in some shallow
end.
Indications of unusually high and obscure brook channel, as ln
conditions on all water courses dur the deeper waters of lake or pond.
In Pennsylvania most of the
ing the coming run-ofi will likely
Rood the road in several low places, overgrown browns from 5 to 20
but there is little chance that the pounds are caught in screams. I
have- confidence that our pond
road will wash out.
Most of the land above actual ' planted browns will take hold well
swamp bottom along the right of thia coming season.
way is hard, containing much
ledge, small rock and gravel.
BUY THE TIRES
Lawrence Morton, acting engi
neer of the improvement project
YOU NEED NOW
for the club, has disclosed that
some changes should be made near
And Pay as Little as
the lake end, as the actual opening
for the early proposed boat landing
is not on the Association’s prop
erty.
Tentative plan at time of pur
chase, was to have a landing and
float in the deeper water just left
of the proposed parking area.
These plans and others in the na
ture of general Improvement will
take time, labor and money.
Conditions there at the opening
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Page Six
Owl's Head Meets

THOMASTON
I and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements ma; be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Hahn were
in Boston recently where they at
tended the Ice Follies.
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Stanley of
Monhegan are guests of Mr and
Mrs. Henry Stanley.
Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick
and daughter Marjorie of Limerick
arrived Thursday and are occupying
the parsonage on Hyler street. He
will begin his duties as pastor at
the Baptist Church Sunday.
The Friendly Circle will meet
Tuesday evening at 7.30 with Miss
Anna Dillingham.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFarland
and son Dicky are spending the
week-end in Boston visiting their
daughter Miss Jeanne and also
their son Robert MacFarland.
Mrs. Martha Carter is substitu
ting at the Lura Libby School for
Mrs. Stella Robinson who is ill.

James Catholic Church Sunday at
9 a. m.
Services at St. John's Episcopal
Church Sunday at 8 a. m. followed
by Sunday School at 10 a m. *
Sunday School at 9 45 a. m. at
the Federated Church with morn
ing service at 11 o'clock, the sub
ject, "Travelers or Pilgrims," An
them. "Father In Thy Mysterious
Presence Kneeling by Prothero.”
Youth Fellowship at 7 p. m.
The Friendly Circle meets Tues
day evening at 7.30 with Miss Anna
Dillingham The Fourth Quarter
ly Conference of the Methodist
Church will be held Thursday eve
ning at 7.30 at the ' Federated
Church. Rev. C. D. Wentworth, dis
trict superintendent will be pre
sent.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m. at
the Baptist Church with morning
service at 11 a. m. Rev. John Fitz
patrick. subject "The Evidence of
Things Not Seen. Evening subject;
Living Stones. Ladies Circle Wed
nesday at 2.30 p. m., followed by
regular supper at 6 o’clock.

Zone Ladies Night
Thomaston Lions Club will spon
sor the Zone Ladies Night Wed
nesday evening at 7.15 at the Wey
mouth Grange Hall. Lions and
their wives from Bath. Wiscasset.
Waldoboro, Warren, Rockland and
Camden will be guests. Entertain
ment and dancing will follow thc
ROCKPORT
dinner, which is being served by
MRS NANCY I. COMPTON
the Grange Circle.
Correspondent
Mrs. Lucy Spear has sailed for
Tel. Camden 2050
Brazilian ports with her son Capt.
Charles W. Spear via the boat
Wesleyan Guild will meet Thurs
Mormac Dale of the Moore-McCorday. March 6. at the Methodist
mack Lines.
Church. Hostesses for the evening
Past Matrons and Past Patrons
will be Muriel Welt, Blanche Went
Night Observed
worth and Barbara Woodward.
Orient Chapter, O. E. S„ Thom
Mrs. Nellie Staples is visiting
aston observed past officers night
Wednesday evening. Mrs. Blanche this week with her brother, Langdon
Vose was the oldest Past Matron Crockett and family at South Port
present. She served in 1910 and land, and with her son. Ralph Sta
Charles Knights the oldest Patron ples and family at Bridgton
Mrs. Howard Apollonio will head
who served four years beginning
1926-27-31-32. Mrs Adelle Roes and the Red Cross Drive for this town.
Laurence Perry served as matron Workers will meet at her home on
and patron for the evening. Adelle Mechanic street, Friday afternoon.
Roes worthy matron served in 1946,
The postponed concert of the
Laurence Perry worthy patron four 1 combined choirs of the Camden
vears, 1940-41-46-51.
and Rockport Methodist Churches
Dorothy Daggett associate ma- ! will be held Friday. March 7. at
tron served in 1947. William Dag- . 8 p. m. at Rockport.
gett associate patron served in 1947.
The Girl Scouts are making plans
Florence Gardner, secretary, 1926
for a Mother and Daughter banquet
Cora Knights,
treasurer. 1927,
to be held March 12. at the Baptist
Katherine Lunt conductress. 1949
Church.
Helen Studley, associate conduct
ress, 1948, Avis Brazier, chaplain,
1938. Emma Young, Marshal 1985.
Blanche Lermond substituted or
ganist for Faye Stetson. Margaret
Stone as Ada, 1944, Helen Hallo
well, Ruth, 1930, Evelyn George,
Esther, 1951. Dora Maxey, Martha,
1924. Marion Grafton, Electa, 1937.
Barbara Jack, warder, 1943. Other
past officers present were Blanche
Vose 1910, Edna Hilt 1929, Louise
Ames 1945. Patrons; Frank Hallo
well 1930, Edgar Ames 1&36-37-45.
Edgar Libby 1938-39. Eivind Moss
1943, Herbert Leach 1948, Clarence
Lunt 1949.
The past officers were presented
gifts by the worthy matron Vinnie
Benner. Response by junior past
matron, Evelyn George. Refresh
ments were served after the cere
mony
The decorations were of a patri
otic nature and the centerpiece was
a cake decorated in star point col
ors. Teacakes and coffee were also
served. Blanche Vose and Evelyn
George cut the cake.
Arcana Lodge K. P. Installs

Beach Road Funds

The town wtih its numerous
beaches and heavy non-resident
population is each year called up
on to finance the upkeep of what
are technically private roads. In
the community, where resident and
non-resident relations are of the
best, the community generally votes
necessary funds.
This year there are articles in
the warrant asking town funds for
roads leading into Holiday Beach,
$250; Crockett Beach, $200; Lucia
Beach, >500. Town acceptance of a
Crescent Beach road, which has
three year around residents, is
asked. Coopers Beach is also on the
list for town road aid.
Zoning Ordinance

A zoning ordinance, once killed
in a heated meeting of recent years
is up for consideration again.
Article 49 calls for the reorgani
zation of the board of selectmen.
It is proposed to have one paid se
lectman and two other members of
the board who will serve without
: pay and act as advisors to the sal[ aried member.
There is a proposal to raise the
fee of the moderator of the meet■ ing to $10 per session.

Grange Corner

(Continued from Page Two)
Knox Hospital.
The Lecturer's Marcli was won
j by Roland Rackliff of St. George.
Members of St. George. Mt. Pleas
ant. South Hope, Penobscot View
and Owl's Head Granges took part
in the Lecturer's program.
Pomona Lecturer. Evelyn St.
Clair, reminded the Granges that
Limerock Valley Pomona will meet
with Penobscot View Grange on
March 8.
Members were present from South
Hope, Mt. Pleasant, St. George,
Wessaweskeag. Penobscot View and
Queen Candidates
Queen candidates for the Seaside Megunticook as well as Owl's Head
Wonderland to be held March 27. Granges.
28 and 29 were elected this week by
Wessaweskeag Grange
the student "body. They are Judy
Over 69 were present at the
Gray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday evening meeting with
Otis Gray; Elsie Andrews, daugh visitors from Penobscot View,
ter of Mrs. Mary Andrews; Elinor Megunticook. Pleasant Valley, Owl's
Auspland; Edith Brewster, daugh Head and St. Georges Granges.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brewster
Wessaweskeag Grange voted to
and Dori9 Richards, daughter of affiliate with Pleasant Valley,
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards
Penobscot View and Megunticook
Mary Jane Ilall

Mary Jane Hall, infant daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall, died
Sunday, Feb. 24. at Camden. Serv
ices were held Monday at 10 o'clock
at the Laite Funeral Home. Father
Goudreau officiating. Besides the
parents, the baby is survived by a
sister. Marlene.
Church News

Baptist Church, Rev Carl W
Small: 10.45. morning worship, ser
mon topic "What Shall It Profit a
Man If He Gain the Whole World
and Lose His Soul?" 11.45 Church
School, 6 p. m ; Youth Fellowship 7
p. m. evening evangelistic service
at West Rockport; Thursday, 7
p. m. mid-week Prayer Meeting ar.d
Bible Study.
Methodist Church. Rev. John G
P. Sherburne: 9.45. Holy Com
munion, sermon, "The Bread Of
Life;” 10.45, Sunday School; 6
p. m.. Youth Fellowship at Camden.

Officers of Arcana Lodge K. P
were installed Wednesday evening
Feb 20 by district deputy Philip
Blake, assisted by grand chancellor
Gordon Harrington and supreme
representative Otto Irvine and past
chancellor Llewellyn Baines. Offi
cers installed were Irving MacBride,
chancellor
commander,
Llewellyn Baines vice chancellor,
Hollis Gilchrest, master of work. J.
Warren Everett, secretary. Charles
Starrett, financial secretary. LeRoy
Whitten,
treasurer,
Benjamin
Smalley master of arms. Nelson \ < VETERANS ENTITLED
TD NONSERVICE-COWNECTED
Spear inner guard, Leo Haupt out
PENSIONS WHO ARE SO HELPLESS
er guard, prelude. Alden Watts will
be installed at a later date.
toattoey need toe regular
AID OFANOTOER PERSON IM
Church News
Mass will be celebrated at St.
TOEIR HOMES MAYBE ENTITLED

Vic Vet jays

WHILE HE’S IN TRAINING

(Continued from Page One)
will vote to sell its three school
houses which wiil be vacant as soon
as the new sehool is completed.
Proreeds of the sales would go to
ward the completion of the town
hall wing in the new building.
Owls Head Grange asks a lease
of the present town hall to go into
effect as soon as the new school is
completed and town affairs moved
there The Grangers agree to keep
the old building in repair and pay
a minimum rental.

TO TOE I4IGUER PAYMENT OF
$120. A MONTH UNDER A
NEW LAW

HERE’S HOW YOU

Granges in a Traveling Grange
union. Members will go to Camden
next Wednesday evening when
further plans will be discussed.
Supper was served at 6 o’clock.
A cowboy program had been
arranged but was postponed due
to the increasing storm and will
be presented at the meeting of
March 12.
North Haven Grange

North Haven Grange held its
regular meeting Saturday evening.
Three visitors were present includ
ing Deputy Ernest Buswell of
Rockland.
His
informal talk
proved both helpful and entertain
ing.
Thc program included "Skipper
Iresons Ride." read by Mildred
Mills: "Why Lincoln Grew a Beard"
read by Alice Grant; "Beautiful
Garden of Prayer," sung by Alice
Grant and Mildred Mills.
"A Quarrel in Grammarland." a
short play in which several mem
bers took the parts of Madame
Noun, Miss Adjective, Miss Pro
noun, Mr. Verb. Mr. Adverb, Mr
Conjunction and Buddy Preposi
tion.
"Be the Best Of Whatever You
Are." sung by Alice Grant; “When
Washington Lost." read by Louise
Staples; "A President's Memory,"
read by Winnie Ames.
Next Monday the ladies of the
Grange are serving the town meet
ing dinner.

People who have a reputation
for making money hand over fist
usually manage to keep their hands
and fists over it, too.

CAN HELP...]
ENROLL AS A STUDENT NURSE

The most needed profession in a
National Emergency

WALDO

Aik lhe

Director of Nurses at
your local hospital, or your
k oo adviser, for names of
Kfcoots whore you nay apply.

A I

Tops in

For full information contact your nearest
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION oftce

GAME PARTY
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
At tbe

American Legion Home

House-Sherman, Inc.
BOCKLAND, ME.
Mt MAIN BT.
TEL. 7»1
Bl-S-tf

MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
Station. Winter St., at 7.00 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
Game Starts 7.30 F. M.
3-S-tf

THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.

SATURDAY ONLY
MARCH 1
A Popular Favoritr
Returns to the Screen
Errol Flvnn, Olivia DeHaviland
Bruce Cabot, Alan Hale,
Frank McHugh in
“DODGE CITY"
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MARCH 2-3

Carv Grant, Betsy Drake in
"ROOM FOK ONF. MORE"
TUES -WED -THURS
MARCH 4-5-6
Richard Basehart, Hildegarde
Neff. Gary Manfll la
"DECISION BEFORE DAWN”

Whitney Retires

INTERPRETATIONS OF “THE WORD”

Former Thomaston Man Re
signs As Town Agent In
Hartland

Dedicated to all good women of the understanding heart.
To be read with Luke, Chap. 7 through Chap. 8. vs. 3.
This chapter opens with a vignette of Jesus in the charac
ter of "a good mixer," at home in any level of society.
An incident which to most men would have been highly
embarassing occurred Apparently the woman was well known.
Though immoral she had not lost her instinct which detects
character in men. Perhaps she had seen Jesus elsewhere.
Anyway his mere presence brought repentance to her heart.
See how naturally this woman is made over. No word of
theology. No hint of an atonement for her sins to be made by
another.
No demand for faitli even, but faith came. She
was saved by faith in Love. Henceforth promiscuity would be
morally impossible for her. She loathed her past and herself
in the presence of purity incarnate which she sensed with a
woman's keen discernment. She (ell m love with that purity
incarnate. Before that day she had not been able to forgive
herself and that is a condition which leads to destruction.
When Jesus announced her forgiveness, he did it in the name
of her love In the new vision she was at last able to forgive
herself. Modern psychiatry labors to induce this same result.
It is harder to forgive self than others sometimes.
Women were devotees of Jesus. They supported his min
istry out of their means. Women have been preeminent bene
ficiaries of that ministry to this day. It seems to me that by
and large women understand the heart of Jesus better than
do men and that they follow him more faithfully.

By Louis A. Walker

Halver H Whitney, who has
served as town agent for Hartland
for 15 years, has announced that
his resignation is to be effective
March 10.
During these years of service. Mr
Whitney, who will be 71, March 9.
has carried on alone, working regu
larly until late in the evening, and
although in poor health for the pad
few years, has taken no vacation.
Prior to hls being appointed to
this position, he had served the
town of Hartland as selectman for
three years, and has always been
very active in town affairs.
Whitney was born in Thomaston
and received his business training
at the Rockland School of Com
merce. Following his graduation
from that school, he served in sev
eral drug stores in that vicinity,
later going to Boston, where he
was employed for several years.
He was honored recently at a
meeting of the Corinthian Lodge.
F.A.M. for his service as secretary
which he served for 25 years. He
was presented a jeweled wrist watch
band by the order.
Two weeks ago he had an ill
turn, which caused him to make the
decision of resignation from the
office of Town agent.
Mr. Whitney was married to the
former Winnie Linnell of St. Albans
in 1914 and they have one son who
is married and lives in Lexington
Park. Md.

utc

Scout Troop 206 meets at 7 at tlie Given Testimonial
church Woman's Association meets
iContinued from Page One)
on Wednesday at three in the par
lors for its monthly session. Circle to the W. T. Grant company in
Supper on Wednesday at 6 15. 1940 as president, general manager
Thursday tlie choir will rehearse at and director.
seven in the church. Friday, the
Directorships and offices held by
Kupples Klub will meet with the Mr. Fogler include the following:
Comity Circle at the Universalist
Director. Ccntenial Insurance
Church at 6.30.
company; .Trustee. Atlantic Mutual
• • • •
Insurance company: Director and
Nazarene Church, Rev. Edwin L. | vice president. Commerce and In
Ryan, pastor: Sunday School, 10 dustry Association of New York;
a. m.; morning worship. 11, subject. Director, Chamber of Commerce of
"That They May Be One;" N.Y.P 3 the United States; Director. Na
6 p. m. and evening service at 7.30, tional Retail Dry Goods Associa
subject. "Courage That Prevailed" tion: Chairman of the Merchants'
Advisory Council of the New York
“Christ Jccus" is the subject of University School of Retailing; Di
the Lesson-Sermon which will be rector, American Management As
read in ail Churches of Christ. sociation, Inc.; Director and Mem
Scientist, on Sunday. The Golden ber of Executive Committee. Jun
Text is taken from thc Prophecy of ior Achievement, Inc.; President
Isaiah. 'Isaiah 11:1) "There sliall and Director. Dobbs Ferry Hospi
come forth a rod out ol the stem tal Association; Elder. South Pres
of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow byterian Church. Dobbs Ferry;
■out of his roots." Sunday morning Member of Board of Governors,
service at 10.30 Sunday Schoo! at Sigma Chi Foundation: Chairman
11.45. Wednesday evening service of the Get-Out-ihe-Vote Commit. tee of the National Retail Dry
at 730.
•
1 Goods Association; Member, tlie
«• * *
Morning worship at the Little Chamber of Commerce of Newfield Memorial Free Bapri. t Church York; Member and former Presi
wil! be led by Mrs. Norma Dorman. dent. Alumni Council, University of
Sunday School will follow at 11.45 Maine General Alumni Association;
The Happy Sunday evening hour Former Chairman, University of
will begin at 7.15 Tuesday evening Maine Memorial Union Building
Fond Drive; Member. National
prayer service will begin at 7.15. La
Program Committee of the Boy
dies' Aid will meet Wednesday eve
ning with Mrs. Norma Dormant Scouts of America.
Educated at University of Maine
The Colonist Group of Pioneer
and at Princeton, where he re
Girls will meet Wednesday after
ceived a master's degree. Mr. Fog
noon in the church vestry under
ler was also awarded an honorary
the leadership ol' Mrs. Vivian Lord
Doctor of Laws degree by the Uni
The Lend-A-Hand Class will meet
versity of Maine in 1939.
Friday night at the home ot Mrs.
Mr. Fogler has lived at HastingsAnnie Dorman. 730
on-Hudsori.
N. Y.. for the past 12
* • • •
years His hobby is gardening. He
Services at the United Pentecos
is married lias seven children and
tal Church, 58 South Main street,
12 grandchildren.
Rev. John L. Howe, Sr., pastor,
Attending the luncheon for Mr.
Sunday School 1 p m. Come and
Fogler were store managers and
bring year children. Sunday wor
personnel from the New England
ship service 2.30 p. m. Sunday eve
and Eastern regions, buyers and
ning service 7.30 p. m. Tuesday, executives from the W. T. Grant
Young people's service 7.30 p. m. Company's home offices in NewThe annual young people's business York City. The company's entire
meeting will be held Tuesday, di board of directors also was present
rectly after the young people's serv for thc occasion. W. T. Grant,
ice Thursday Prayer and Prai e founder and chairman of the board
Friday the young people’s gath of the company which bears his
ering 730 p. m.
name addressed the gathering.
Other speakers were company di
rectors, C. E. Freeman and John M.
YOU TOO...
Hancock Mr. Freeman is a former
CAN GET FAT ON president of the firm. Gordon An
derson, a vice president, acted as
master of ceremonies.
On the eve of his retirement, Mr.
Fogler plans to continue many of
his civic and charitable organiza
tional activities, as well as spend
considerable time at his dairy farm
in Exeter. Maine, where he raises
Holstein Fresian cattle.

At the Universalist Church, in Charles MacDonald on the subject.
the service of morning worship, be "He Knows." Prayer meetings will
ginning at ll o’clock the service be held at 10.15, and the nursery
of communion will be observed in will provide care for small child
recognition of the first Sunday in ren during the morning service.
Lent Dr. Lowe will speak briefly ! The Church School will meet at 12
on the subject: "Who Are The with classes for all ages. The Am
Chosen People of God?" The bassadors for Christ will meet at
Church School meets in the vestry 6. and the senior group will have
at 10 a. m. The UCY Fellowship in a question box meeting with the
the Congregational church at 6 p. questions discussed in an open
m. The schedule for the week in forum. A prayer service will be
cludes two important gatherings: held at 7, preceding thc evening
The Mission Circle Wednesday at service at 7.15. There will be choir
2 p. m., with Miss M. Lucille Na and instrumental music, and Mr
son, field representative of the MacDonald's message will be on
Knox-Lincoln County League for "A Noble Army." The Happy Prayer
the Prevention of Tuberculosis as and Praise Meeting will be held
To Study Gulls
guest speaker, and Thursday at on Tuesday at 7.30. The Women's
6.30 p. m. a joint meeting of the Mission Circle will meet at 2.30 cn
Comity Circle and the Congrega Wednesday, and the Junior Am
Sea and Shore Fisheries De tional
Club in the Uni bassadors will have their meeting
partment Would Know versalistKupple's
vestry- Members of the on Friday at 3.30.
About Nerve Physiology Comity Circle will serve the sup
• ♦ * ♦
Listen to Billy Graham on Sta
Commissioner Robert L. Dow- per The Kupple's Club, for enter
said that the Department of Sea tainment, will present Mrs. William tion WLAW Sunday at 3.30 p. m
and Shore Fisheries was providing Talbot in natural color pictures He has a message for all in this
herring gulls to be used in labora taken during an extended cruise in stirring program Hour of Decision.
* » ♦ ♦
tory experiments on nerve physi the Caribbean area during the
At St. Bernard’s Church: Sun
ology at the Harvard Medical holiday season- Friends, for the
School by Dr. Lawrence Irving, benefit of the supper committee, day services are at 8 and 11 a m
noted authority on comparative are requested to make definite re Daily Mass is at 6 45 a m. and Con
fession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7
zoology. Dr. G. Edgar Folk of the servations for the supper.
* » * t
p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James'
biology department, Bowdoin Coll
ege. who requested the department The Reorganized Church of Jesus Church, Thoma-ston, 9 a. m.
to secure the gulls, said the experi Christ of Latter Day Saints meets and 9.30 a. m at the Church of
ment would be a so-called “risk at the GAR Hall: 10 o’clock, I Our Lady of Good Hcpe, Camden.
research" which might have poss Church School and 11 o'clock, sac
V' *
ible direct application in the pre raments.
At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
vention of trench foot which has
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
been a major problem during the At the 10.30 worship service at parish communion and sermon at
the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Korean campaign.
9.30; daily Mas, at 7.30 except on
In explaining the experiment Dr. Church, Rev. C- D. Wentworth will Monday and Saturday.
Folk said that while man is forced bring the morning sermon. Roger
....
to wrap himself in protective cloth Dow. the organist, will bring a [ At the Congregational Church,
For social items m The Couriering against the loss of body heat program of organ music. The Rev. Charles R. Monteith pastor,
Gazette, Phone 1044. Citv
tt
many mammals and birds are able choir will sing the anthem “Re ; First Sunday in Lent will be obto maintain a constant body tem joice the Heart of Thy Servant" by ' served with a sermon by the pastor U.S. defense bonus
perature irrespective of the en Southard. Dante Pavone will pre i "The Christian's Magna Charta No.
sent the solo “Were You There?",
vironment.
1. True Happiness " at the 10.45
Birds and especially sea gulls owe traditional. The Church School will : worship service. The chorus choir,
ARTESIAN WELLS
IN DEMAND FOR NURSING
their independence to temperature begin its session at 11 o'clock and under the direction of Mrs. Eleanor
LEWIS
HERBERT
&
SON
continue
until
12.10.
There
are
Enroll as a Student Nurse! For
to a biological thermostat in the
[ Cote Howard will present, "Chrisfurther information, talk to the
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
brain which keeps the body tem classes for all age groups. The ■ tian, the morn breaks sweetly” by
Director of Nurses at your local
Tel. Dark Hbr 74-3 hospital, or your school adviser,
perature so constant that it fluct Intermediate fellowship will meet ’ Harry Rowe Shelley. Church School Islesboro
or apply to a collegiate or hos
55-tf pital School of Nursing.
uates less than one degree Faren- at 4.15 under the leadership of classes for third graders and over
heit from day to day; when a Leona Whitehill and Margery ! at 9.45 and for those younger at
human runs a temperature of one Trask. The Boy Scouts will meet 10.30. UCY meets at the Congreor two degrees above normal it is on Monday night at 7 o'clock in I gational Church at 5.45 and will go
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
the vestry. The Discussion Group
inferred that he is sick.
. in a body to the Synagogue to be
is
Dr. Folk said the Maine herring will meet in the vestry on Tuesday the guests of Alan Grossman. Sec
gull was selected for the experi evening at 7.30. Mr. Conant will ond class on “Life of Christ" will
ment after careful consideration begin a course of study on the sub 1 convene at 8 at the parsonage,
because of its unusual nerve system ject "The Teachings of Jesus." All i Appointments for the week include
defense against extreme cold. In members and friends are invited i Den Chiefs meet at thc parsonage
below freezing temperatures. Folk to be present. Family Night Sup ■ after school on Monday and Boy
continued, the gull maintains a per will be held on Wednesday at
very higli body temperature but its 6 p. m., with Reita Holden and Lolegs and feet will have a tempera rita Bicknell as co-chairmen. The
ture of freezing or below. This W.S.C.S. will hold its monthly
explains why the gull can stand business meeting at 7.30 o’clock.
on ice for hours at a time without Harriet Trask will conduct the de
SUNDAY AND
losing the use of its legs. Under votions. and Dr. Barbara Luce will
MONDAY
ONLY
be
the
speaker.
The
Junior
Guild
the same circumstances ice crystals
would form in the veins of a hu will meet on Thursday night at
Produced By the Man
man. These ice crystals burst the 7.30 with Cynthia Packard and
veins, destroy the circulatory sys Avery Eaton the hostesses. The
Who
Had the Courage
tem. and trench foot is the result, choir will hold its weekly rehearsal
To
Give You
at 7.30 in the vestry. Rehearsals
Folk said.
will
be
continued
on
the
cantata
At Harvard Medical School Dr.
“The Outlaw”
by Gounod. with
Irving will place the gulls under “Redeemer”
anesthesia, remove selected nerves Dante Pavone conducting.
• ♦ * •
and study these for electrical
The Sunday evening worship ser
activity at low temperatures. The
presence or lack of electrical: vice at the South Thomaston
BOLDLY BEGINS
activity in the nerves should throw I Methodist Church will be held at
some light on how the gull adapts ' 7 o'clock. Rev. C. D. Wentworth
WHERE THE
will bring trie evening message.
itself to certain temperatures.
The gulls were caught at Booth- j The service will be followed by the
SENATE
bay by Robert Davis of the De- j Fourth Quarterly Conference at
partment of Sea and Shore Fish- j which reports will be received from
CRIME
the pastor and committees. All are
eries.
invited.
COMMITTEE
• • • •
For a small inexpensive scranLEFT OFF!
book, you might use several sections
In the 1O3O hour of worship at
of unprinted newspaper which Hie the First Baptist Church the Com
Courier-Gazette has for sale at j munion service will be held fol
It rips full-blast through the big names
lowing the sermon by Rev. J.
a very modest price.
123*156
HOWARD HUGHES presents

High School Graduates

RACKET

NOW!
$160 CASH NIGHT

Camden Theatre

Fred MacMurray, Anne Baxter
"Smoky"
Burl Ives in
Color by Technicolor
PLUS SERIAL AND

"Tine le l/’zxrawe^

I ms 15 l\orea

Now the First Real Pictures to
come Out of the Korean War!

TOMORROW THROUGH TUESDAY! Modern Saga of Pathos,
Love and Service
Jane Wyman, nominated for Academy Award as year’s
Best Actress
Joan Blondell—nominated for Award as year’s best
supporting actress
Charles Laughton, Agnes

"The Blue Veil"
I'

t

THE

in the * Who’s Who’ of the mobster-world!

RACKET
starring

ROBERT LIZABETH
MITCHUM ’ SCOTT
ROBERT RYAN V
aa EDMUND GRAINGER |

ENDS SATURDAY
SHELLEY WINTERS

“PHONE CALL FROM
A STRANGER”

with RICHARD WfB8 • MAR! ALDON • PHILIP CARTY

M MI N GEOFFREY HOMES GEORGE WORTHING YATES
FELIX FEIST'
TODAY—“MUTINY” in Technicolor plus
John Litel in “TWO DOLLAR BETTOR”
ROCKLAND

<P

J

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 1, 1952
The Lady Lions

Social Matters
Mrs. Ardie Johnsen received
word of the death of Mrs. Mary I
Fowler in South Portland Wednes
day. Mrs. Fowler spent the great
er part of the Slimmer in Rock
land and has made a host of
friends here.

>

|

Mr. and Mrs Ardie Johnson of
16 Otis street are conflned to the
house by illness.

Mrs. Harold A Dean who lias
been a surgical patient at Knox
Hospital has returned home.

The Shakespeare Society will
meet Monday night at the home of
Mrs Elizabeth Pomeroy. Act 5 of
"The Merchant of Venice” will be
read, with Miss Mabel Spring as
leader. Miss Ellen Cochran will
have a paper on "Venetian Law.”
Clarence Tapley. convalescing
from a surgical operation at Knox
B Hospital, is able to be out again.
The Rockland Women's Club will
meet Monday night at 7.15 with
Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis Masonic
street. Assisting hostesses will be
Mrs. Loretta Anderson, Mrs. Doris
MacDougal, Mrs Gertrude Jordan,
and Mrs. Mary Glidden. E Clifford
Ladd will be the guest speaker. All
members have been invited to at
tend the D.A.R. meeting Monday
afternoon in the Farnsworth Mu
seum to hear the exchange students
from the University of Maine.
YOU

can be the
woman of

the year
PREPARE FOR NURSING —
the most needed profession for

women in a National Emergency

Talk to the Director of Nurses
at your local hospital, or apply
w to a collegiate or hospital
'
School of Nursing.

I

SE^EK-CRANE’S f

; This Week's Hit Parade
by RCA Victor
i TEI.I. ME WHY
0
* SLOW POKE

Eddie Fisher 2

Pee Wee King]

J ANY TIME
Eddie F isher <

J PLEASE MR. SEN
Perrv Como J

J

J BERMUD \
•

Jblle
i

Bell Sisters 5
tango
Hugo Winterhalter *

} AH Records are 78 or 45 RPM

I $ERTfci?-CRA8E’$
t

Record Iiept.—Basement.

j

J Mail Orders Promptly Filled. J

ASSSVS V.V ‘VV.VVSSS m* VS»V*l CVS*
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The B. P. W. Club

MacDonald Conservative Baptist President

Embark On Another Busy
Year With Mrs. Akers
As Queen Lioness

Members Urged To Attend
the City Council Meeting
March 10

The Rockland Lady Lions met
Sanford Fisher, president of the at the Bay View Monday night for
FiTier Business School. Boston, was
a dinner meeting with 17 Lady
dinner guest Wednesday of Mr. and
Lions in attendance.
Mrs Raymond H. Fogarty.
A slate of officers was presented
Methebesec Club members are and unanimously accepted. Serv
reminded that Tuesday. March 4. ing* as Queen Lioness will be very
is Neighbor Day, with the Friends- energetic and genial Mrs Kather
In-Councly of Camden. It will be ine Akers. Vice president, Mrs.
held at 2.30 p. m. in the Episcopal Genie Annis; secretary. Mrs. Vir
Parish House. Camden
ginia Campbell; treasurer. Mrs.
Ada Koster; tail twister. Mrs. Ruth
The McLain P.TA sponsored a Fogarty.
successful bridge party Wednesday
The charter night banquet will
night in the McLain School Build- be held at the Legion Home March
inf with 21 tables in play. The pro 11 at 7 o'clock with husbands as
ceeds will be used for fluorine guests.
The Rockland Lions and Lady
treatment for the Second Grade
children. Mrs. Charles Duff and Lions will sponsor the Red Cross
Mrs. R Morton Estes were co- card party in March with Mrs.
chairmen. Mrs. Edward R. Ladd Katherine Akers as chairman.
ar.d Mrs. Gerald Black were in Serving with Mrs. Akers will be;
charge of refreshments. Mrs. Wil i Mrs. Doris Abbott, Mrs. Mary De
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the First Baptist Church of Rockland was elected president of the
liam Karl solicited the door prizes metri. Mrs. Burnette Hardy, Mrs. Conservative Baptist Association of Maine at an organizational meeting of the new group held at the
and Mrs. Sven Eurenius the table Gertrude Jordan. Mrs Esther No- church of which he is pastor on Friday. Above. Rev. MacDonald is in the center. To the left are Robert
of the Calvary Baptist Church. Brewer, elected treasurer; Rev. Quentin Johnson, Cambridge, Maine,
prizes. Mrs. Kent Glover assisted I vicka. Mrs Phyllis Grant. Mrs. Ayer,
auditor. At the right are; P. C. Hughey of the United Baptist Church of Presque Isle, vice president of
in serving refreshments.
Mrs. Ruth Fogarty.
the group, and Rev. Edward M. Kezirian of Old Town, secretary. Comprising the advisory board, with
the above pictured officers are: Rev. Karl Hislop, East .Machias; Rev. Carter Johnson, South Portland;
Olive Wilson and Fred Biack won
the cakes auctioned off by Mr iliary to Canton Molyneaux will be Rev. Jesse J. Starr, Richmond; Rev. Reuben Martin. Washburn; Rev. Alden Cole, Portland and Rev. Allan
Swaim of Beans Corner.
Josef Vinal. Mrs. John Karl won held at I OOF. hall Monday night,
March
3.
at
730.
the major door prize, a large bas
Mrs. Alfred Laliberte has re A Woman Speaks
ket of groceries. Othar door prizes
wee won bv E. Clifford Ladd. Mrs, turned to her home from the Cam
Ralph Cowan. Mrs. Cleveland den Community Hospital. where
No Party Has Monopoly On
Sleeper. Jr., Mrs. Doris Healey. Mrs. she has been a surgical patient.
Virtue. Or Vice, She
Celebrates Tenth Birthday
Archie Bowley. Mrs. Olive Beal,
Says
Miss Glenna Rollins celebrated
Mr. Harry Gerrish, Miss Hilma
Bradstreet, Mrs Charles Duff. Mr . her tenth birthday recently at the
North Haven. Feb. 21.
Douglas McMahon. Miss Louisp home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Editor of The Courier-Gazette.—
Smith. Mrs. Clifford Ladd. Austin Howard Rollins, by entertaining the
Even though I am a Southern
Nelson. Mrs Susan Hadlock. Mrs following friends: Bethany Brown,
Walter Gay. Mrs Clayton Bitler, Betsy Crockett. Linda Honing, Mary Democrat, transplanted from the
Mrs. Helen Perry. Mrs. Leonise De Jane Hammill. Shelby Perry. Sheila shadow of Andrew Jackson’s home,
lano. Mr Wilpas Sallinen and Mrs Richards. Alice Rcper, Beth Ann The Hermitage, in Tennessee, to
Smart ar.d her teacher. Mrs. Laura this miall Republican Community
Josef Vinal.
Smart Those invited, but unable which is North Haven, it is difflto attend were Jacqueline Chapin 1 cult for me to sympathize with
Ruth Valencourt. Cinda Weare and John Alexander's predicament in
CAMDEN
Thelma Wooster. Gaines were en Canton, Mo For, at no time in
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
joyed. and refreshments of sand the 20 years I have resided here
and
Correspondent
wiches
and
punch,
and
ice
cream
'and
I'm
still
a
Democrat)
have
TEL 2127
and cake were served by Glenna's the people been anything but wonContest Notes
mother.
' derful to me.
The Elm Street Readme Club will
Engagement Announced
My lavorite quotation of the late
meet with Mrs. Adin L. Hopkins.
Mr Ruth M Perry is announcing Will Rogers', Ls the one where he it—
Monday. March 3. The reader will the engagement of her daughter. says hc never knew a man hc did
her to write a story suitable to their
HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
be Mtss Corinr.e Sawyer and Mr Jean M. Perry, to C. Owen Smith of not like
I am indeed grateful
That old and familiar cliche publication. They published her
Rita Hopkins.
Portland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Har that I d-d not have the heritage
story in serial form, and later the
Mrs. Alton Keene is in Hartford. old W Smith of Cumberland, Md. ! of a political prejudice passed on "The pen is mightier than the book was published in 1852 in two
Conn., called there by the illness cf Miss Perry was graduated from ; to me, nor did I place Republicans ! 'Word” is a proven fact as the volumes. The name of this con
short biography of Harriet Beecher
her sister.
Oak Grove School, and Connecti in a class with the openly sinful,
troversial book (which is known
Mrs. Paul Millington is a sur cut College for Women. She is a or the unbelievers in God. No ■ Stowe will show.
the world over) is “Uncle Tom's
Mrs.
Stowe,
an
American
author
gical patient at Camden Commun member of Phi Beta Kappa. She party has the monopoly on all vir| was the daughter of Lyman Beech- Cabin” or as the "Era" titled it,
ity Hospital.
also attended the Katherine Gibbs ! rue. cr vice, the good men and
“Uncle Tom's Cabin or Life Among
The Friends in Council will hold School in New York, ar.d is now women in both parties abhor the ■ -r, a Presbyterian clergyman of the Lowly."
Hartford.
Conn.
She
was
christits next meeting, at the Episcopal I a. soc.ate editor of Maine Coast evil.
As we stated in the opening
• ned Harriet Elizabeth Beecher and
Parnh House. Tuesday, March 4. at F:-herman at Portland. Mr. Smith
So. if I were Mr. Alexander, and
paragraph
"the
pen
became
!
was
born
in
Litchfield.
Conn,
in
2.30. Neighbor Day will be ob is a graduate of Philips Exeter could only maintain my political
mightier
than
the
sword"
for
the
served with guets from Rockland, Academy and Harvard College. He identity in Missouri or any other 1811. She was one of 13 children
book was an important factor in
nd
a
.-ister
io
Henry
Ward
Beech

Warren and Union Clues.
served in World War 2 .as a Lt place in this great country of
solidifying sentiment in the North
The Wesleyan Guild will meet on Commander in the Naval Reserve. ours, by belittling "my Democratic er—the only two of the family to
against the South, making this issue
Tuesday, March 4 at the home of He is editor of the Maine Coast Friends” so called. I wculd buy become famous.
In 1336 she married the Rev of slavery a moral one. It had a
Mr Hope Maxey.
me a one-way ticket back to
Fisherman at Portland.
Calvin Ellis Stowe. They resided lot to do forming opinions bring
The Monday Club will meet with
Maine, and quick.
in Cincinnati, Ohio, for a period of ing on the Civil War.
Some men never change their
Mrs. Evelyn Goodwin at her home
Just how did he happen to leave
Many years ago when some of
time.
Later she became a resident
politics or opinions because they're Maine anyway, and venture out
or. Jacobs avenue.
the "older readers” of The Courierof
Brunswick.
Maine.
been
in
the
family
for
generations.
The regular meeting of the Auxinto the wicked world? Was it be
A friend of this column was born Gazette were children, theatre
cause he could make more money
in Ihe so-called Harriet Beecher stock companies always featured
in Missouri?
home, lived and owned the house "Uncle Tom's Cabin.” Prices ranged
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Bunker
many years. She had a gift shop from 10-20-30 cents. Tent shows
there and was kind enough to give presented sketches of it. and the
thia writer some precious wood book itself was translated into 20
foreign languages.
from this famous home
She wrote many other books, but
Mrs. Stowe was encouraged by
her husband and her brother none destined to become as famous
Henry, to write articles on anti as "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Among
slavery as she was an ardent afcoli- her other books were:
"A Key To Uncle Tom's Cabin.
t.onist, as was her father.
Her first work was issued in 1853." a collection of factual ma
1849. the title "The Mayflower or terial on slavery to justify the
Sketches of the Descendants of the charges implied by the former book.
In 1854 "Sunny Memories of
Pilgrims.”
In 1851-52 the anti-slavery paper Foreign Lands” based on travels
"The National Era.” published in to those lands: 1856 “Dred,” a tale
Washington. D. C. commissioned of the great Dismal Swamps: 1869
i "Sam Lawson's Oldtown Folks;"
1 18771. "Fireside Stories” (New EngI land Novels); 1871, "Pink and
i White Tyranny;" the same year.
"My Wife and I;” 1875. "We and
1 Our Neighbors.” Other books weTe
| "The Minister’s Wooing;" 1859,
The Pearl of Orr’s Island”; 1862.
J "Agnes of Sorrento;" 1862, "Old
j Town Folks” and "Pcganuc People”
! 1878.
The entire writings of this enerI getic woman were collected and
published in 16 vols.. 1896 In the
! year 1910. she was was elected to
1 take her place in "The Hall of
Fame."

Barbara Whitehill, Girl Scout in
Troop 10, made two lovely scrap
books which have been enjoyed by
the children who are patients in the
hospital this month.
—KCGH—

The High School students who
have been working as volunteers
this week are Sylvia Davis, Sylvia
Harjula (from Thomaston) Cath
erine MacPhail and Nancy Hamlin.
—KCOH—

Maritime Oil Company sent a
lovely calendar "Harbor of Happy
Memories." the setting at Castine.
—KCGH—

Wednesday afternoon a "Tea”
was held in the living room of the
Bok Nurses Home in honor of Mrs
Rachel Kenrick, R N. in charge of
Central Suppl;. Mrs. Kenrick leaves
today to take a position at Charles
ton, S C. The "Tea" was also for
Miss Margaret Dorman, R. N„ op
erating room nurse of Warren
street, a recent graduate from Au
gusta General Hospital and Miss
Barbara Young, R. N., of general
duty nurse, who lives at Ingraham
Hill. Miss Borman and Miss Young
have requested a leave of absence
beginning March 6 to make a tour
with another friend of California.
The girls plan to spend about frur
months on their vacation, working
part time to earn enough money
to "see the sights." Mrs. Camilla
Donlan. R. N„ presented each nurse
with a "going-away gift.” Miss The
resa MacNiven, R. N. consultant,
x-ray technician, from Bingham
Associates Fund, was a guest.

The

Children’s Corner

UNION
Mrs. Florence Calde-wood

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
American Legion Auxiliary will
be held Tuesday evening with Mrs.

Edith Payson.
Friendly Circle dinner Tuesday at
Methodist Church vestry. Business
meeting follows dinner.
Seven Tree Grange goes Tuesday
evening March 4 to Georges Valley.
Appleton for flrst visit on the
j traveling gTange group. Pioneer
will also attend.
—KCGH—
No schools in session Thursday
The R. N Club Members were
due to storm.
privileged to hear Mrs. Alex Var
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Storer were
davoulis give a very interesting and
hosts at a supper party Thursdayeducational discussion of her "Trip
evening this being the latter’s
Through Europe." Taking the boat
, birthday and also Mrs. Storer has
from New York, passing the Azores
recently returned from a five week
and then visiting Italy and Greece.
stay in a Portland Hospital. The
Her colored movies were very in
group included Mr. and Mrs. Earl
structive, certainly all the Nurses
Butler. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heath,
enjoyed it. The pictures covered a
and daughter Linda, Chester Butler
period of about two months in
and Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Kirk
Europe. Following the movies, a
patrick and children Gail, Garry
business meeting was conducted by
i and Richard.
Mrs. Eleanor Sayward. R. N. It was
Seven Tree Grange Circle met
voted to sponsor a "Cancer Clinic
with Alida Fossett Wednesday with
with Movies" which would be pro
10 ladies present. A business meetvided by the Maine Cancer Society
,ng was held. Ada Wincapaw invit
at some future date. The next
ed Circle members to meet with her
meeting will be March 25, some Thursday March 6 for a day ses
thing new and different a "Hobby
sion. Pot luck dinner served at
Show" by all the members, with
noon.
Mrs. Laura Maxim, R. N„ as chair
man. Several new members joined ed Knox Hospital this past week.
by paying their annual dues.
—KCOH—
-KCGH—
A scrap book was made by the
Mrs. Margaret Gutoske. R. N., ' rs; division of "five year olds" in
Head Nurse Floor 1, has been ab- the Congregational Sunday School.
sent this week. because Of her Mrs. Austin B. Nelson is the teach
mother's sudden illness
er, and the children are: Gail Jill
—KCGH—
son. Basbara Kemphill, Rebecca
Mrs. Irene
Adolphson, relief Kwapesewski, Rosalyn Gay. David
switchboard operator, has asked Knowlton, William Butler, Dawn
Charlotte Dean to cover the relief Crudell and Constance Farrell.
shift, during the week, due to her
brother's death.
A successful speaker is one who
—KCGH—
,'joints with pride at everything
Mrs. Robert Hudson, -56 Masonic within the city limits.
street, brought in five packs of
The individual or nation who
playing cards.
—KCGH—
plays with dynamite will eventually
Dr. Osborne from Houlton, visit- find a fuse to ignite it.

NOW
ets ALL

Precious Heirlooms

Can be Used-Now

More People are using Our

GUARANTEED WATCH

your living room a lovely

Give

mellow touch with

REPAIR SERVICE

now in the attic.

than ever before!

mum cost.

that antique

Just send it to

me for expert refurbishing at mini

H. JOHN

NEWMAN

48 MASONIC STREET
TELEPHONE 1106-M
ROCKLAND, MAINE

24-aw

.O»l» VN
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THE CHURCH FOH ALL ,.,

what

ALL FOR THE CHURCH

feF

If candles were your only source of light,
and this were your last candle, you would
find little comfort in the glimmer of its dying
light. When the candle burns low, darkness is

?

*

The Rockland Business and Pro
fessional Women’s Club met Wed
nesday night in the Farnsworth
Museum.
The president announced that the
Spring board meeting would be held
in Auburn. 7<iarch 29. and members
planning to attend should notify
Helvi Hamalainen.
Mrs. Elsie Maynard, a former
member of the Worcester, Mass..
B P.W. club was guest for the
evening.
AU members were urged to at
tend the City Council meeting or.
March 10.
Plans are being made for a
m^ck election to be held in March
and members planning to vote ab
sentee are to obtain their ballots
from Ruth Cross.
The committee on Health and
Safety. Esther Mayo, chairman, as
sisted by Alma Stinson. Alice
Crockett. Anne Povich and Eliza
beth Van Fleet, were in charge of
the pregram for the evening.
Fiank Powers of the Maine State
Police was introduced and gave an
Informative and interesting talk
concerning the new traffic laws en
acted by the 95th Legislature. A
general discus ion followed. He also
showed movies pertaining to high
way safety.

too near.
Light has for centuries been a symbol of man’s
spiritual resources. But in the lives of some of us
the candle is burning dangerously low . . .
One bright Sunday—a month, or a year, or a decade
ago—we felt sure of unlimited spiritual resources.
Today we pause and wonder. In this frightening
world faith flickers, and the rays of hope don’t al
ways penetrate the walls of despair
The candle need not go out! With an urgency
matching the seriousness of our lifetime, the
Cnurch caiis us to replenish the Light oi our
lives. A new candle . . . deeper faith . . ,
braver courage ... brighter hope . .. these
await us each Sunday in Church.

The Church
Church j. the greatest lac
tor on earth lor the building ol
character
charac.er and good citizenship It
is
a storehous'
W»ho
0.r<>h0’‘S® °' sPlr‘lu<>l valur.
Without
Without a jtr<
strong Church, neither
democracy
democracy n<
nor civilization can
survive
Ther
turvive
There ar. four
reasons
mend"* why
*hy <*V*ry Per,on should
attend
services
»rt fh.
” r‘hC*S
.UPport
®rt the Chur
Church
They are (1)
For
or his own sake (2) For hu
children's
hildren s saie
sax,
(3, Fo, the sake
oft his communi
community and nation. (41
For
or the sake o
ol Ihe Church itself
which
hich needs hhis moral and material
nal supcoxl
support
pi^ to go to i
church
lurch regular
regularly and read your
Bible daily.

+ YOU GET personal attention.
★ YOU GET prompt service.
★ YOU GET a payment date to
fit your payday.

Repay
Monthly

It’s “yes” to 4 out of 5 em
ployed men, women at fe^cnot
Come in, write, or phone today!

REASONABLE PRICES

for Nursing this year

|'THI COMFANrJ

W-lf

Satisfaction Guaranteed or All Your Money Refunded

Ask the Director of Nurses at
your local hospital where you
can enroll as a Student Nurse

♦

$400

$600

15 Mos.
18 Mos.

$31.13

$46.70
40.02

' THAI

26.68

tffftS TO MT Tff-

FINANCE Ca

Will you help in our
National Emergency?

CASH YOU GET

Above payment! cover everything!
Loans of other amount!, or for other
periodt, ore in proportion.
(Mo.-A)

Loans $1000 and less

Book
Chapter Verses
Sunday...
Proverbs
18-30
Monday..
Matthew
1-13
Tuesday
Psalms
l-!0
Wednesday. I John
Thursday.. . I John

Friday.........Proverbs
Saturday
II Timothy 3

I

And no wonder! Our watch
makers are skilled and de
pendable, assuring you that
your watch will be returned
promptly and in perfect run
ning order.

OF MS INF

2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.) JS* MAIM BI- ROCKLANO
Fhan.: 1133 • Phillip Campb.ll, YES MANogw
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIl NOON
lean mad, to (oiiduih of all wfrwod.| tWM

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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New Look for 1952 Henry J Sedans

STEAMBOAT YARNS

REALM of

of Ships and Men

by

John M. Richardson

■HMM**

Gladys S. Heistad

■>. -

MS

J
1
’
l

Many in this section who remem-] education in the public schools has
ber w ith pleasure lovely Nellie Snow helped, too. Sol Hurok, independCoy will be interested to know that ent, and famous, impressario, thinks
she is still active in music, par- program reform has been in part
ticularly as conductor of The Shak- responsible for the upturn in serier Singers In Philadelphia where ous music listening.
she now makes her home.
j
•• • •
Peb. 10 the Shaker Symphony1 Outstanding artiste, like Artur

■t
>•

__ «■*« —gacTMtt - w " '■'■■ia-'sT

Orohestra, Boswell Jcnes conduct- Rubinstein, (he piiiust, earn as
ing. gave its mid-Winter program. much “ J’CO.OOO a year. Jascha
...................................
„ „ „ „
.. .. M ..
with selections from compositions Heifetz, one of our greatest violin"TWirt"***
by Wagner, German, Mozart, Ip- ists' ordinariy receives $3500 a conj .... ■ - ——politov-Ivanov' Gounod, etc. In cei^ plus a percentage <j? the gate.
NEW INSIDE AND OUT for 1932 are the Henry J (orsair four and six-cylinder sedan models. Wide
thls program. Mrs. Coy’s chorus E2*0 Pinto 8ets $5009 to $3000 a
horizontal bars, which enclose parking lights and a bronze “K” medallion, distinguish thc new grille
,gave a group of songs, the names | concert.
design. The rear styling treatment features new tail lamps mounted in the crown of the fenders. Excep
tional fuel economy and high-performance horsepower are leading mechanical features of the lowof which, I regret to say, were not
Tcn years ago the nation had
priced models. Illustrated is the six-cylinder Corsair DeLuxe.
shown in the program.
onl>'
ma->°r °Pera companies—
.. . ,
New York's Metropolitan and the
A new model of the Henry J— Vagabond sport sedans, which fea- in a selection of authentic Scotch
Community Concerts for the San Francisco. Today, there is a the 1952 Corsair—makes its bow in! ture a Continental rear spare tire tartan plaids. The upholstery is
washable and stain resistant, yet
This is the Eastern’s famous Gov. Dingley. “She uould always come through when the going was month of March are: March 2, thud major company the New Kaiser-Frazer dealer showrooms, and wheel carriage.
tough.” says John D. Toft, long her chief engineer and now member of the Maine Port Authority.
A broad double-bar grille, with luxurious in appearance and seat
Portland, the Robert Shaw Cho- York City Center Opera Company, Drewett’s Garage, Warren, today,
The steamer Gov. Dingley left forward shutters were stove in fol-B----------------------------------------------- rale March 5, The Revelers (male and in addition there about 12 with extensive styling and engin built-in contour parking lights and ing comfort. The interiors har
a bronze "K” medallion, highlights monize with six new body colors
I quartet) in Lewiston. March 6, The minor companies, including the eering improvements.
Boston for Portland in February l°w®d by a deluge of icy water that
Designated the Corsair and Cor the front styling treatment. New developed in cooperation with home
Rockport
To
Vote
Revelers, ln Waterville. March 6. Ne* Orleans Opera, the San Carlo,
1915 in command of Capt. Ernest rolIed across the sheathin8 to our
sair DeLuxe, the new sedans intro splash shields and wrap-around furnishings stylists of House and
knees I yelled to the sheathing
The Barv Ensemble, in Rumford and 50 onContinued from Page One)
Clark. Levi Foren 1st pilot, Vinol watchman t0 report
the pUot
duce the first major appearance bumpers are other features. There Oarden magazine.
March 10, Monica de la BrucholBagley. 2d pilot and Walter E. house which took ^raj mlnutes pr‘°r t0 town
Cold weather starting efficiency
The Railroad Hour over the NBC and mechanical changes in the also is a new lance-type chrome
_ ..
t
j ,
i
In order to get a broader partl- lerie, French pianist, in Bangor. Network Mondays, 8 to 8.30 will low-priced Henry J sinces its in and plastic hood ornament with has been increased through the in
Scott, mate.
before Capt. Clark realized that1 , ,,
,
March
17,
Dennis
Harbour,
Bass...
u.
cipatlon in preliminary planning,
, _ „ ...
troduction in September, 1950. The "Corsair" appearing in chrome stallation of a new "follow-thru”
The
Gov. Dingley was heavily things were happening below decks. the
g<,hooI committee i baritone, Camden Opera House, j ofr«r
month,
ignition and starting motor unit
March 3, White Eagle, with Lu Henry J is still the lowest priced of script on the fenders.
loaded with freight, mostly sugar
Seas were coming aboard every , fornled an Atjvisory School Build-. March 261 Lluba Welitch, soprano,
Tail lights have been moved from which engages the flywheel con
cille Norman; March 10, The Cat any full-sized American sedan.
ln barrels and bags The barrels time she dove and the crew was jng gu
ComnllUw! Menibers in Portland,
In addition to complete new their former position in the body tinuously until sufficient cranking
and the Fiddle, with Dorothy Kirs
were .towed in the aft end of both he^plees to do anything as drifting)^
frQm
J
-------front and rear styling, the 1952 below the trunk lid to the crown speed is attained for engine opera
gangways and at the boiler head, boxes, barrels, and pieces of timber the community.
Last September, a hundred years ten; March 17, Sari, with Marga
incorporate
mechanical of the rear fenders, and are visible tion.
ret Truman; March 24, Kiss Me models
The rest
gangways
were The
bad full
sway on bell
the freight
deck
committee
was set
piled
with ofbagboth
sugar
to the carlsheathing
rung Capt
Qf
# un for I ago, Jenny Lind's first concert in
changes
which
enhance
"penny- from the side as well as from the
A new 4.27 to 1 rear axle which
this country took place at the old Kate, with Patrice Muneel; March
ings, the forward deck was full of Clark spoke tnrough the tube to
Qf
{
Castle Garden in New York. The 31, Rosalinda, with Blanche The- a-mile" fuel economy andhigh' rear of the car. The former tail! increases the fueleconomy rating
horsepower-to-weight ratingsof1 lamp positions are ornamented I of the4-cylinder HenryJ engine,
perishable freight and both horse- me on the freight deck and yelled
Qf
prices paid nowadays for theatre bom.
both the high-compression 68-h. p. i with circle “K” medallions which as well as adding to top speed, is
rooms were piled high with wet I am swinging her off before it. I
and frQm [he
g{ g tickets no doubt sound scandalous
four and 80-h. p. six-cylinderen-1 provide removal receptacles for standard in the Corsair.
perishables such as ftsh, meat, etc. will take charge up here and send
Qf pre.s„hool chUdren de_ to out-of-towners (who are actual
Andrew Wyeth has won another
gines.
J custom installation of back-up A new radiator with increased
Ten minutes before sailing time Capt Foren down to help you
Qf
future ly the ones who pay), but they are honor
his "March’ gets the
The Corsairs are the second1952; lights, an accessory item.
cooling capacity and new all-weld
a four horse team backed up to After swinging her off she woind L
this careful study the in- nothing to what P. T. Barnum man- American Water Color Society’s
the freight shed with a big load of lay on her side and run on a sea ,
Qf
commiUee was
make i aged
get for jenny’s concert gold medal of honor at the 85 th models to be introduced in the, Interiors have been completely ed radiator shrouding are features
Henry J lines this year. Already j restyled with new door panel trim of both the four and six-cylinder
lumber, consisting of 8 x8 . 6 x6 w)<- mace it a mos mipossi e reconlmendatlons
the citizeili of , yje had given her a grand build-up annual exhibition which is cur
in dealer showrooms are the '52 j patterns and vihyl plastic fabrics Corsair models.
rent
at
the
National
Academy
in
and 2 xl2 plank. I refused to take to sau 01. lie icig cec . I er
Town of Rockport, at the next —thousands of people at the dock
the
lumber as we were
already working
under u great, v.difficulties
,
,
. : to
. greet her,
.
... . processions, New York through March 9.
me mmoer as
were aireauy
.
u , regular
town meeting
concerning
torchlight
» » » ♦
high team total of 1670 while the playing major roles in the victory,
loaded and only perishables would we took the lumber and budt a bu i
mafly
that
The Lucky Strikers Spades
have the high team single rolling totals of 288 and 280 re
be considered. The teamster said wark in place of the smashed shutCommitUe
pur. had tQ change her hotel
The name of Felix Salmond,
of 561. In the Ladies Nighthawks spectively. Eddie Annis led the
lt was important that the lumber lers, spi e
1 at es 0 . e e- an
holding several meetings for the concert were auctioned off. 'cellist, has been a familiar one in
Virginia Heal Stands High League, Arlene Clark holds high Atoms with 272 total.
rtiould be in Portland in the morn- pHea wet bag sugar against this
stL.dyjng
proWem
and the flrst one sold for $225. This this section through the many
ing as some construction work was to keep out the water.
For Individual Records average with 87.39, high three
every possible angle. Many plans proved to be a mere pittance, for Summers he spent in Rockport and
Slivers From the Alleys
strings with 296 and high single
tied up until the lumber should
The seas coming aboard had wet and solutions were discussed and
vicinity,
teaching
artist-students
Some Slivers
in Boston the first sold for $62St
Camdens
arch rival, Oldtown, in
with 124. The Queenss hold the
arrive. I sent him to the agent, the sugar and increased its weight rejected as not suitable from the
and appearing in concerts put on
vaded the home alleys for an
Ladies
Fourflusher
League
high
team
total
with
a
mark
of
The agent insisted we take the so much that the ship had a de long term viewpoint. In addition to
Whioh brings to mind an article by members of the music colony.
Eastern Maine League tilt Sunday
lumber
I referred him to Capt. cided list to starboard which was studying the needs the committee
All matches this Monday were 1250 and the high team single with
shown in the Wall Street Journal In a recent rsue of the New York
afternoon and was sent home be
447.
Clark, who tinally gave in and told getting worse as the ice formed on looked over the plans of school
some weeks ago about "serious” Times Mr. Salmond's death was victims of the storm. Virginia Heal
moaning the loss of the match by
me to take the lumber and he the outside of the hull. The net- buildings built in other communi
Hotshot League
music and its financial results. It given—on Feb. 20, in his home at has most of the Individual marks
the slim margin of nine pins. The
would hold the steamer until I tings around the upper decks were ties and visited the new elementary
The Panthers threw everything points were split three and three
starts out by saying that "America 124 East 81st street, New York. His sewed up, having high average
could load it. We were an hour a solid block and her upper decks
school in BeL’ast. As a result of the i iand of jazz, turns out to be lover age was given’as 63, which, I think, with 92.4, high three strings with they had at the Boat Club and as Daffy Burr led the Oldtown
late sailing, leaving at 8 p. m. The were covered with four inches of
study the committee voted unani- Of symphony, too; $45 million-a- will surprise many who had 333 and high single with 136. The emerged a five point winner over boys with a total of 514. Colwell
night was clear with a bright moon, solid ice which worried Capt. Clark
1
league leading Hearts have the the league leaders to throw the
the wind was increasing from the as he realized she was getting top. ^k^Tt^ ,1^ 5W
°f
'lon«-ha,red thought him much older. A New
and Melvin kept the home team
race into a three way battle. "Lefty” in the battle with totals of 504
York friend told me that Mr.
Northwest, the thermometer was heavy from the fast forming ice °LfB‘X
*
bered by many who heard him in Dearborn threw his hook ball in and 502 respectively.
,
J
! meeting the following recommenAll over the country devotees of Salmond suffered a stroke sorne
eight above zero, vapor was mak- along with her dangerous list tc (,<lUons.
time ago and had never recovered Camden and Rockport concerts, es there for a 295 total with a 121
such
related
types
of
art
as
opera
The only other action at home
ing up between Boston and the port. With the gangway built 1
1. That the town build a seven I and ballet are appearing in ever- in any degree. I was also told pecially in his appearances with single to pace the Panthers to was the Searsmont Hoosiers annual
Thatcher's Island. The wind had up secure again Capt. Clark hauled
room elementary school with an ! growing numbers. In 1951 more that after he had been released the Curtis Siring Quartet, Ralph victory.
battle against Bobs of the Hotshot
reached gale force by the time we her up for Portland. We ran slow
Toms Lunch pulled out a three
Berkowitz, Mme. Lea Luboshutz
all-purpose room and equip the
League with the later winning a
I than 30.000,000 folks paid money from the faculty of the Curtis In
had reached the Isle of Shoals and against the wind and sea for five building'
and others of the music colony. point decision from Bobs, taking
93 pin decision. Sleeper and Rich
to attend performances of “serious" stitute of Music he had undergone
the vapor was now mast high, with hours. We tied a rope around
the
total
by
three
pins
as
Aylward
He
was
noted
for
his
prodigious
2. That the Town vote to have
ardson starred for Bobs with totals
1 music. This is about 30 percent many “ups and downs," but with
no visibility.
Capt. Foren's waist and stood in
memory of the classics, many of again led the Lunchmen woth a
the School Committee and Select
of
480 with Howard topping the
more than five years ago and nearly in the past few years had regained
We had already stove in the top the upper saloon door holding the
men appoint a permanent School
much of his success as a member which he played without reference 287 total. Al Wink, fresh from his Hoosiers with a total of 492.
double the number in 1941.
shutters aft and her social hall rope while Capt. Foren went to
southern
expedition
led
the
Rock

Euilding Committee to enter into
to a score.
Camdens Tri County Leaguers
was flooded. The glass was broken the rail to try and get soundings
Columbia Concerts—who gives us of Juilliard School in New York,
contracts necessary for carrying out
He is survived by his wife, Helen land entry with a total of 292.
traveled to Damariscotta and re
from the sliding doors to the so- as by running off we were not sure
our Community Concerts—estimates where both his teaching and skill as
in general the recommendations of
Child Curtis Salmond, a son, John
Speed League
turned with a split decision, our la
cial hall, but Capt. Clark couldn't Of Our exact course. We finally
that three times as many concerts an artist had won acclaim. While he
the Advisory School Building Sur
David Salmond, USN., and a
was
included
among
the
great
The Lucky Strike A's pulled one dies team winning five out of seven
haul her up to the wind until he reached Portland seven hours late,
I were given in the United States
vey Committee.
daughter, Mrs. Clarke Oler. Also of their rare upsets by knocking points with the men losing four out
was clear of Boone Island. We and the first words Capt. Clark
I during 1961 as in the rest of the 'cellists of our time, perhaps his
3. That the Town vote to raise
by two daughters by a former mar off the league' leading All Stars of seven. The Camden lassies cap
greatest
fame
was
won
as
a
teacher.
rigged up a tarpaulin over the spoke to me as he came below,
and appropriate a sum not to ex world combined.
He had a great canniness in this riage, one of whom lives in Lon for a four point win. Bagley led the tured the total by 30 pins with
sliding doors to the social hall and "wasn't it a lucky move we made
Further
evidence
of
the
way
seri

ceed $109,000 for purchasing land,
attack with a total of 311 while Gianian Ames rolling exceptionally
field, and under his tutelage many don, the other in Rome.
held this by nailing spare shifting jn taking that lumber?"
♦ ♦ • •
and building and equipping a new ous music is spreading geographic of the finest 'cellists before trie
flashing some of his old time form. well in posting a 479 total. Parsons
boards across the door. This kept
Capt. Walter E. Scott,
ally
may
be
seen
in
the
growth
of
elementary school, by the issuance
In a list of the fine disks for 1951 Wally Heal was the only effective led Damariscotta with a total of
public
today
have
emerged
—
Leon

out most of the water *at was, lst officer of Gov. Dingley, 1915. Qf
or
the number of symphony orches
appears Bach’s “Chromcatic Fan All Star posting a total of 310.
431. The Camden men were a little
“TIT8, A • h
d w.r this
ICaptain Scott’ nativ€ of De€r Board of Selectmen be authorized tras identified with a specific town. ard Rose is one of the outstanding
tasy” played toy Abram Chasins. It
The Clippers picked up four less fortunate as they dropped the
rolled to the windward but this Jsle held many ^gh executive
fix the terms of the notes or Some, like the New York Philhar examples of his skill, for example.
Mr. Salmond was born in London, is a Mercury release. I also noted valuable points on the Stars by j total by 10 pins. "Donut” Whiteying wa r soon ro
___
]josts with the "Eastern in later bonds, and be authorized to execute monic and the Boston, St. Louis,
a solid formation of ice over the years]
and
after studying at the Royal in the obituary of Mr. Salmond defeating the Aces by a total of house paced his Camden mates
Chicago,
and
Cincinnati
sympho

1 and issue these notes or bonds.
tarpaulin which soon checked the
College
of Mus,c and under sev that he had made several appear 42 pins. Richards, Monroe and j with a nice total of 504 with Burn
1 4. That the Town vote to pur nies, have been in business since
Robbins hit the high spots for the ham a
ances with Mr. Chasins.
incoming water aft completely. The
Damariscotta standout
chase the property commonly the 19th century. But in the last eral noted teachers, made his debut
• • •
ST. GEORGE ROAD
Clippers, rolling totals of 330, 321 , with a total of 510.
shifting boards gave away in the
there
as
a
concert
musician.
He
The Finnish Holy Trinity Luth- known as the West Street Ball Park ten years orchestras have sprung
Do you remember how we used and 319 respectively. Roy Hobbs
port gangway and the bag sugar
"Waldo” Heal successfully de
came to this country in 1922. He
wu and
u blocked
UWW.WVM the ™
-_ eran Church will hold their serv- ' an<T owned by the Carleton heirs, tip in much smaller places—to mento listen to Borra h Minevitch, the bowled an excellent game for the fended his Knox County Cham
rolled down
engine
appeared
in
New
York
for
the
first
door Znd while most of The ice Sunday night, March 2, in the located at the junction of West tion a few-Phmnix, Ariz., Austin,
harmonica wizard, over the radio losers, rolling a total of 340.
pionship against Hanson in the
room
crew were’busy securing the freight Undercroft of St. John's Episcopal Street and Camden Road, as the Texas; Bridgeport, Conn.; Jackson. time March 22 of that same year, ' years ago? Well, here he is again,
| first ten strings at the Rockland
Independent Lengue
at
a
recital
in
Aeolian
Hall,
with
•wrt riparinff out the engine room Church, in Thomaston. A spe- site of the new building.”
I Mlss., etc.
but no longer with his harmonica;
The Rockets are sailing along to Community Building Saturday eve
nassate the Gov Dingley made a cial meeting will be held after the
The advisory committee also
Among the reasons given for Frank Bibb(another familiar name
he is now a fim producer and a the second half championship ning. Wally has a 987 total to' Han
dive into a sea and at the same' service. AU members are urged to suggested that there should be an making America into a land of lov- to us) at the piano,
Mr. Salmond appeared with the resident of Paris. However, he is knocking off their opponents with sons 922 to take a 05 pin lead.
time gave a long roll to the port i attend.
Refreshments wiil be ! article in the warrant relative to ers of great music, comes a statein New York at the present time clocklike regularity. The Giants Heals 127 in the ninth was top
then back to the starboard and served.
enlarging the proposed aU-purpose ment from John Woolford, mana- symphony orchestras of all the to show his "Jour de Fete,” a Gallic fell victims to the onslaughts of single of the evening.
aeemed to lay knocked down for
-----------------'room in the new scho°>
the ex’ 8er °f the Baltimore Symphony, leading cities in the nation, appear
comedy to be shown at the 55th Young and Company this week
fuUy half a minute. When she Some men refuse to do heavy tent that it could be used as a gym- who thinks concerts for school ing with such famous artists as Street Playhouse. This is Mine- with Captain Nurnham Young
There would be less business fo:
children, such as those given by Paderewski, Hofmann, Gabrilocame back against the sea with a work because that is what killed nasium
vitch’s first film and he hopes that personally leading the slaughter ' juvenile courts if there was 1
witsdi
and
Lhevinne,
pianists,
and
!
Committee members felt that a his orchestra over the past decade,
thundering roar the heavy iron their first wives.
America will like his initial produc with a total of 317 and a record greater turnover in the spankini
figure up to $25,000 should be made have helped deveop a taste for Heifetz, Szigeti and Enesco, among ;
tion as much as he does. He has breaking single of 132. Jake John j business.
available, if the voters wished to i sylmphonic music. Increased music the violinists. He will be remem
another film about ready for show son picked up a few pins on his
STRAND THEATRE, SUNDAY AND MONDAY
carry out this project. An article to
The thing this country reall
ing, after which he hopes to es average with a total of 270.
this effect is in the town warrant
The Braves slaughtered the needs just now ls religion that wii
KNOX
THEATRE,
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
tablish a "production assembly
and will be discussed at town
line” to keep "continuous perform Atoms for five points with sub cover the other six days in th
meeting.
stitutes Dearborn and Clare Heal week.
ances” before the cameras.
WINTER
POEM
SERVICE AS THEME
The deep sweet silence of the drift
IN “THE BLUE VEIL”
ed snow
I
A woman's loving career of selfFalls on the ear like a frozen
dream,
{ sacrifice motivates the plot of “The
And the eye is caught in a crystal
Blue Veil.” which Wald-Krasna
glow
presents.
Like a fish encased in the frozen
} Jane Wyman, Charles Laughton,
stream.
! Joan BlondeU, Richard Carlson,
Here lonely tracks of a skier write
A secret message across the hill.
Agnes Moorehead, Don Taylor and
Three deer stand brown against
Audrey Totter are starred. Miss
b ** ’
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the white,
And all the world stands cold and
still.
—Robert Wistrand
—from Christian Science Monitor.

Wyman has the central role of a
childless bride, widowed in World
War I, who finds solace and happi
ness in bringing up the children of
others.
The highights of her many years
of service are presented in a review
of her employments and yearnings,
which culminate in a surprise cli
max. The film, distributed by RKO
Radio, was directed by Curtis
Bernhardt. Raymond Hakim served
as associate producer to Jerry Wald
She "Clams Up". Elizabeth Scott, involved In an underworld out- and Norman Krasna.
break, resista questioning by Robert Mitcbum. in Howard Hughes’ pre..yjjp
sentstton “The Racket" which will open locally at the Strand Theatre
so Sunday. Robert Ryan ta their co-star in the Edmund Grainger film Camdcn
which thhes up where the Senate Crime Comoittce Mt off.
I starting

Blue VeU"

While he's away—
THERE’S A JOB

FOR YOU TO DO
Enroll in a School of Nursing

&t the

Joan Crawford and Dennis Morgan share romantic roles in “This
Theatre for a 3-day run
Theatre 10 a 3 y
Woman Is Dangeroue,” the Warner Bros, drama Sunday at the Kno*

tomorrow.

Theatre. David Brian alas Stan.
1

Ask lhe Director of Nunos at
your local hospital, or your
school advisor, for names of

■Os
Five foreign students at the General Theological Seminary, New
York City. They come from Turkey, Egypt, Japan and India to
study under scholarships provided by the Episcopal Church'* Com
mittee on World Relief and Church Co-operation.
Twenty-one

such scholarships have been granted for the present academic year.
The men are studying in colleges, universities, hospitals and the*

^logical seminaries, preparing for useful service in their homelaadas

*

